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[QUOTING, PART 42:]

FIRE FROM THE SKY. P A R T VZ
T h e Killing Continues
by Calvin Burgin

CAMBRIDGE RESEARCH
ASSOCIATES
AND WRIGHT
PATTERSON AFB
Senator Barry Goldwater tried to gain entry to
Wright Patterson Air Force Base at Dayton, OH, and
was refused by General Curtis LeMay. Goldwater was
told that he did not have high enough security
clearance, even though Goldwater was, as I recall,
chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee.
"Wright Pat" is famous in UFO literature as the home
of the mysterious "Hanger 18" and the "Blue Room,"
where crashed flying saucers are supposedly taken.
When the heads of Bosnia, Croatia and the Serbs
were brought to Wright-Pat for a peace conference
recently (early November, 1995), there was curiosity
and speculation as to why that particular site was
chosen for that purpose. "Hey, buddies, make peace or
we will send the flying saucers after you?" When
asked, the government said it was chosen because of
its security.
Here is what happened, as far as I could find out.
The New York Times said polding mine), (quoting:)
WASHINGTON-The hard-fought boundaries in the
Bosnia peace accord were drawn up by Pentagon
mapmakers with the aid of computers whose hightechnology programs will also allow NATO
commanders to view the terrain they will patrol hill by
hill before they go. Using satellite imagery and
terrain elevation information, the Defense Mapping
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Agency created a virtual-reality version of the
Bosnian landscape that allowed negotiators to sit in
front of a computer terminal and examine
geographic features, from mountains to streams to
roadways, down to two yards in detail.
The computer program, which NATO fighter
pilots used last summer to rehearse some 1,200
bombing missions over Bosnia, enabled the negotiators,
including the presidents of the rival states, to take a
simulated aerial tour of the 650-mile cease-fire borders
and any disputed territory.
"The presidents of each of the countries were in at
all hours," said Vic Kuchar, an official of the Defense
Mapping Agency who helped operate the two $400,000
computer systems the Pentagon rushed to the talks at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio.
The two top American negotiators, Assistant Secretary
of State Richard Holbrooke and Lt. Gen. Wesley Clark,
"would set the presidents down and fly them to a hill or
town and discuss it," said Kuchar. [Holbrooke recently
won the Naham Goldman award from the World Jewish
Congress. His father was a Jew who emigrated from
Russia.]
At one point late in the talks, American officials
brought Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic to a
high-tech auditorium to reproduce on a large movie
screen a disputed corridor of Bosnian Serb-held
territory between Sarajevo and the Muslim enclave of
Gorazde.
Milosevic had demanded that the route be only two
miles wide, but after seeing that mountains made such
a narrow corridor impractical, the Serbian leader
agreed to widen the path to five miles.
The computer program that simulated the Bosnian
countryside, called Powerscene and developed by
Cambridge Research Associates of McLean, Va.,
was one of a handful of high-technology topographical
tools that negotiators relied on. Military cartographers
also used huge high-speed color printers and a
computer program that quickly calculated the
territorial balance between the rival factions with each
minor change in the front lines.
With territorial questions at the heart of the most
contentious debates at the talks, the military insisted
on the most precise maps possible. So in late October,
the Defense Mapping Agency's director, Maj. Gen.
Philip Nuber of the Air Force, assembled a team of 55
military experts and civilian contractors and $4
million of map-making equipment to operate a roundthe-clock map center at the air base.
All the high technology did not eliminate the need
for old fashioned paper maps. During three weeks of
negotiations, Pentagon experts printed more than
30,000 maps to tear up, scribble on and post on
negotiating rooms throughout the complex.
In one central negotiating room, military officials
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had assembled a floor-to-ceiling 1:50,000 scale map
made up of more than 100 individual sectional maps.
Since the American invasion of Grenada in
1983, when military maps turned out to be so
outdated that commanders relied on gas station
maps, the Pentagon has beefed up its cartographical
abilities. Ground commanders still rely on paper
maps, but before any operation, pilots and soldiers are
turning to computer graphic aids to plan their
missions. In 15-minute video rehearsals, NATO
fighter-bomber pilots in Aviano, Italy, last summer
used the Powerscene programs to practice different
approaches to targets and familiarize themselves with
the terrain and visual landmarks.
In Dayton, the first cartographical challenge for
American officials was to have all parties agree on the
same map for negotiations. That done, negotiators
would shuttle from their talks to one of the rooms with
the computer program. A negotiator could split the
screen and pick a point on the map. The other side of
the screen would depict in color the terrain of that
specific place as a pilot would see it from a cockpit.
Mapmakers set up one Powerscene program across
from Holbrooke's suite and a second system in the
auditorium for large viewings. Once negotiators had
resolved a territorial dispute, the program recorded the
precise geographic coordinates to be transferred to the
paper maps and included in the final agreement.
After the leaders of Bosnia, Croatia and Serbia
initialedthepeace agreement Tuesday, representatives
from the three sides spent the next nine hours on the
computer program in a simulated flight along the 650mile-long border to determine, in some cases, on
which side of a road the boundary should run. That
was important for mapmakers since a narrow line on a
1:50,000 scale map could represent 50 yards of
territory on the ground. (End quoting)
An Internet discussion on this article continues,
(quoting:)
Nuber delivered the final batch of 2-by-3-foot
official maps to Clark on Thursday. Now that the
military's map work in Dayton is done, the computer
program will be sent to Army forces in Germany to
help plan their impending mission to Bosnia.
In response to Steven Holloway's message below:
"I found the article from the New York Times very
interesting. The whole point of the Bosnia article was
that a spatial view of the place under discussion was
necessary to the discussion. Are copies of the maps
available for us to view? It would be nice to include an
example of the maps that were discussed in the article
along with the topic itself. Does anyone know where
we can obtain an example of the maps'l"
I believe the maps are computer generated
graphics using virtual reality-i.e., "fly throughs"
using digital data. I have been doing some exploratory
work in this area. The data the military uses is high
resolution digital data (DTED) that is still classified
for areas other than the U.S. This is the data that was
first generated for programming the cruise missile.
You can obtain this digital data from the USGS and
other vendors for the US at a fairly reasonable cost.
Basically, elevations are recorded every 100m. These
data points are then "knitn into a topographical
profile. The Defense Mapping Agency also has
"cultural digital filesn which can be used with the
DTED data to locate and identify cultural features: i.e.,
roads, buildings, governmental buildings, etc. You
need a very high end computer workstation (i.e.,
Silicon Graphics) to really process this information.
The size of the files and the complexity of the
programs are immense. I am working with some
computer science students to see if we can take the
data, process it on the high end graphics workstations
and output it in quicktime movies which can be run on
a lower end machine. My q ole focus is to develop
learning modules for students so they can actually see
what a region looks like through computer animation.
Meanwhile, for those with a powetful pc or mac
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(i.e., PowerMac) I suggest you look at Vistapro. It is a
slick little package that allows you to develop your own
fly-throughs. It is cheap--less than $70, but takes a
great deal of time to "master". I used it to develop
quicktime movies which I used in a computer package
now traveling in the Earth ZU,Exploring Geography
exhibit which opened last week at National
Geographic. We are going to replace the VistaPro
movies with DTED modules once we get the kinks
worked out. I also hope to present some of this
"researchn at the AAG in Charlotte this year. Gail
Ludwig, University of MO. (End quoting)
Why do I quote this article? The forces invading
Grenada did not have good maps and had to rely on
tourist maps. I quoted earlier about the military forces
in the Desert Storm War were so short of maps they
were using "archaeology" maps. This problem is being
corrected by providing computer-generated "virtual
reality" maps. Do you know what "virtual reality" is?
Virtual reality is fake reality, it is a simulation, a
picture, a computer simulation of the real thing but it
is not the real thing. It is the "holo-deck" on the Star
Ship Enterprise. So what? Maps are pictures or
diagrams of geography, they are not the re21
geography.
However, virtual reality maps and simulations are
much more than charts and maps and pictures. As
computers improve in power, virtual reality can be
made to appear as real. Aircraft flight simulators are
examples of virtual reality. Pilots can practice flying,
complete with realistic views of scenery, etc. It is just
like the real thing, except it is not the real thing.
Cambridge Research Associates, owned and
controlled by William Perry, John Deutch and Paul
Kaminski, has some of the most advanced, or the most
advanced, virtual reality programs in existence. One
of them is called Powerscene.
The Defense Mapping Agency said: "Cambridge
Research Associates, [is] DMA's contractor for the
prototype PowerScene terrain visualization system
that delivers three-dimensional geographical scenes in
real-time using DMA digital imagery and digital
terrain elevation data.
"The DMA PowerScene has been credited by
NATO flight crews with contributing to the precision
bombing which hastened an end to the shooting and
brought the parties to Dayton."
When describing the peace talks at Wright
Patterson AFB the first 3 weeks of November, 1995,
the Defense Mapping Agency said, (quoting:)

Yugoslavia.
Using DMA imagery and Digital Terrain
Elevation Data, PowerScene produces threedimensional perspectives of a selected region.
DMA installed the prototype in Aviano, Italy,
introducing PowerScene to NATO warfighters to
prepare them for combat during Operation Deliberate
Force. It was the first time the system was used to
support combat missions. NATO aircrews have
credited DMA and PowerScene with their increased
bombing precision during air strikes over Bosnian
Serb targets. That accuracy hastened an end to the
shooting that brought the parties to Dayton.
With the exchange moving from the battlefield to
the negotiating room, the map team and cutting-edge
technology supported delegates as they began
partitioning the land of the former Yugoslavia. The
negotiators, including the presidents of Croatia,
Bosnia and the Serbian Republic, used PowerScene to
"fly" over the terrain and view the land area at a high
resolution ..... (End quoting)
Evan Watters on the Internet said, (quoting:)

'GROUND ZERO'
AWES
DELEGATES
"Did you see what the mappers have in there?"
Secretary of State Warren Christopher was overheard
asking Richard Holbrooke, assistant secretary of State
and key negotiator for the Proximity Peace Talks.
"It's truly amazing ...remarkable technology," said
Christopher.
It was called "The Map Room" or the "Nintendo
Roomn by members of the media who had only heard of
its capabilities. It was ground zero for mapping
support personnel, led by DMA Director Air Force
Maj. Gen. Philip W. Nuber to Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, to support the peace talks.
In that room, DMA had setup one of two prototype
terrain visualization systems (PowerScene) the
director deployed to the peace talks.
Located in Building 834, one of five two-story
brick buildings where the peace delegates were holed
up for three weeks, the room quickly became the most
frequently visited during the negotiations. It also
became a roadstead for delegates agonizing over a line
that would bring peace to a war-torn former
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totally blown away," says Vic Kuchar, an official from
the Defense Mapping Agency who did most of the
simulated flying. "They had never seen anything like
it."
As handy as PowerScene proved during the
Dayton, Ohio, negotiations, other uses for the
technology were also clear to everyone present. The
military value of the application was driven home
when Milosevic noted a problem with one virtual
scene. "Stop the flight," Milosevic told Kuchar at one
point. "See that bridge there. It is gone. You bombed
it away." Indeed, NATO pilots training for last year's
air attacks on Bosnian Serb targets in September had
used PowerScene to practice their bombing runs.
The US Government's love affair with this new
technology will continue long after the peace
agreement takes effect. The two US $400,000 systems
used during the negotiations have been shipped to
Germany to train the US Army's First Armored
Division and to Tuzla to train other troops.
"We knew Powerscene was a remarkable tool to
make war," says Jerry Moore, Cambridge Research
Associates's director of new business. "It was
gratifying to discover that it could help make peace as
well." (End quoting)
There is more to PowerScene than meets the eye.
Cambridge Research Associates also has a computer
program called ATOM. "ATOM creates an everypixel-measured digital terrain elevation data set and a
perfectly co-registered orthophoto image from two
digitized stereo images. With commercial SPOT
satellite stereo images, ATOM can create a more
accurate database for Cambridge's POWERSCENE
and mission planning systems than the Defense
Mapping Agency's Level 1 DTD, which are made from
highly classified images that are of much higher
spatial resolution than SPOT images. ATOM is the
world's first digital holographic database generator
and is still the only system fast enough to make everypixel-extraction of elevation data a practical task."
I ask you, why would the Secretary of Defense,

During the Bosnian peace negotiations last
November, talks briefly broke down over a minor point
of topography. Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic
balked over the width of a strip of land that would run
through Bosnian-Serb territory, insisting that the
corridor could be no more than two miles across.
American negotiators were convinced such a narrow
opening through the mountainous terrain was
strategically indefensible. One of the negotiators
dragged Milosevic into the map room, sat the Serb
leader down in front of a computer screen, and, with
the help a mapping program called Powerscene, flew
him off on a virtual reality tour of the area.
"As you can see," said the negotiator, as the
computer
operator
swooped in over the area,
"God didn't put the
mountains two miles
apart." Looking at the
screen,
Milosevic
swallowed a large gulp of
whiskey and conceded to
a strip five miles wide.
Time and again during
the
21-day
talks,
PowerScene was used to
break such stalemates,
settling details as small
as on which side of a
particular road a border
would fall.
The first virtual
reality program ever used
in peace negotiations,
Powerscene-developed
by Cambridge Research
Associates of McLean,
Vi r g i n i a-c omb i n e s
pictures from satellites
and spy planes with highly
accurate terrain-elevation
information to generate a
Order by sending $18.00
level of visual detail that
(which includes shipping) to:
shocked many of the
warring leaders. One of
Mary Snell
the Balkan presidents
P.O. Box 6708
spotted his grandparents'
house, while another flew
Texarkana, TX 75505-6708
past a stream where he
fished as a boy. "They were

Fire
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William Perry, and the head of the CIA, John Deutch,
be so involved in virtual reality holographic scenery
simulations?
I can think of lots of possibilities. Pilots can fly
what appear to be real missions without ever leaving
the ground. If someone wanted to pull dirty tricks on
them, they could fly missions and bomb targets that
appeared to be one thing and were really something
else. They could fly in for a landing on what appears to
be a nice clear runway and smash into the side of a
mountain. They could shoot down friendly craft that
their misprogrammed computers told them were
enemies. They could see flights of craft around them
that were not really there. Who knows what the minds
of evil men can dream up in their endless wars and
deceits and conspiracies and betrayals.

that, in a matter of days, no pilot took off without using
the system to rehearse the mission, according to Vic
Kuchar, who operates a system at the Pentagon and
deployed to Aviano to help wasighters use the system.
"It was like a student riding his or her bike to
school for the first time," said Kuchar, DMA customer
support officer to the Joint Staff. "The more times the
child rides his bike there, the better he knows the way.
In this case, though, the pilot could fly the mission
over and over without ever leaving the ground."
PowerScene processes imagery and elevation data
to create--on the fly-perspective views chosen by the
user. By changing heading, altitude, and speed with
toggles and a joystick, users can simulate, in real time,
the moving scene from the cockpit for their unique
mission.
As the user changes parameters, the
computer recalculates the view.
"Powerscene enables us to see something close to
what we're going to see in the air; it helps us identify
targets better and get the bombs on target," said Major
Bob Beletic, F-16 pilot. Beletic's unit, the 555th
"Triple Nickel" squadron, is one of two U.S. Air Force
fighter squadrons home-based in Aviano.
"We come at some targets at six to seven hundred
miles-per-hour. We have seconds to identify the target
or we don't drop," said Beletic.
"PowerScene helps us to recognize the target
better. It gives the angle we'll be looking from and
makes us faster at identifying targets. That can make
the difference between dropping and not dropping. It
has helped me personally, and the bottom line is a
higher percentage of our bomb runs have been
successful." (End quoting)
One event that comes to mind when fake reality
technology was probably used was during the
shootdown and rescue of Air Force pilot Scott
O'Grady. People commented that this event appeared

(Quoting:)

POWERSCENE CITED
AS A KEY
IN
SUCCESS OF
NATO AIRSTRIKES
A new computer system provided by the Defense
Mapping Agency won quick acceptance by NATO
pilots flying missions over Bosnia during Operation
Deliberate Force. The work station known as
Powerscene was provided on the flight line at Aviano
Air Base, Italy, to enable pilots flying sorties to
visualize the terrain beforehand as if they were flying
over it.
The provision of Powerscene was so successful

RonnJackson
Update
12/18/96

RICK MARTIN

On November 27, 1996, Ronn was arrested by local [city oJ1 Wenatchee
sheriffs in central washington for a charge of parole violation. The actual
technical "charge" was "absconding". [Dictionary definition for absconding:
To leave quickly and secretly and hide, often to avoid arrest or prosecution.] On
December 12, Ronn was extradicted by the state of Nevada from the Wenatchee
jail to the Northern Nevada Correction Center, where Ronn had been incarcerated earlier.
Ronn's parole hearing is currently scheduled for January 7th, 8th, or 9th,
probably the 8th or 9th. As this is a parole hearing and not a probation hearing,
the supervisory officer I spoke with at the Parole and Probation Department did
not think it would be an open hearing, but wasn't sure. Whether or not Ronn's
initial jail sentence is resumed is the issue to be determined at the parole hearing.
There are no "new" charges against Ronn at this time.
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to be staged ("orthorectified" is one of the terms in
use), conveniently during one of Clinton's many
embarrassments.
A diary of C d . Rich Johnson in Bosnia said: "The
heart of PowerScene is a dedicated Silicon Graphics
Onyx Reality Engine with an incredible amount of
Random Access Memory (RAM). DMA had two
PowerScene systems at Dayton; these were manned
primarily by contractors from Cambridge Research
Associates, Inc. of McLean, Va, the developers of the
system, augmented by DMA operators....I flew the
alignments over and over on PowerScene to visualize
how we could turn goat tracks through the mountains
into all-weather roads. Virtual reality flythrough
systems like PowerScene are terrific new generalpurpose tools, capable of everything from supporting
rehearsal of bombing missions to helping plan new
infrastructure for war-torn nations...." Col. Johnson
served earlier in Operation Provide Comfort in Turkey
and northern Iraq. Wasn't that where a bunch of
Americans were killed by "friendly fue" from their
own planes? Just can't trust that new-fangled
technology.

SILICON GRAPHICS
Another company that needs to be watched is
Silicon Graphics. On February 26, 1996, Silicon
Graphics made a deal to buy Cray Research Inc., the
maker of the Cray computers. Seymour Cray was the
computer genius for Control Data Corporation and
helped build the world's most powerful computers,
which were used in the government's dirtiest, darkest
secret programs. Later he set up his own Cray
Research Inc. (originally Cray Computer Corp.),
which was still partly financed and partly owned by
Control Data. Cray made the world's most powerfd
computer, and used its full resources to design a more
powerful computer. Eventually they came to realize
that, as the load gets heavier, at some point it makes
more sense to get another horse and w e a team than it
does to keep getting a bigger and bigger horse.
Nowadays, parallel networking is the big deal.
Currently the CEO of Silicon Graphics is Edward
McCracken.
At the Bosnia Peace Talks at Dayton, Silicon
Graphics Onyx, Challenge and Indy workstations ran
the PowerScene software that provided the negotiators
with sophisticated computer simulations of the former
Yugoslavia. "The system displayed high-resolution
photo imagery of geographical terrain like rivers,
mountains and cities. The combination of virtual
reality and photo realism allowed the peace
negotiators to visualize the political boundaries,
landcover, and local infrastructure as it really looked."
[END QUOTING OF PART 421
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Olof Palme Murder Update
From Swedish Reader
A

Fax received at the CONTACT office, 12/19/96:
Since I live in Sweden, I'm interested in stuff that
takes place in Europe. The thing you wrote about
"George Bush And The 12333 Serial Murder Ring"
[Front Page story in the 11/12/96 CONTACT] and the
connection to the Olof Palme murder was very good.
I'm very interested in the connection between George
Bush and policemen in STOCKHOLM who were stationed right at the murder site the night when Swedish
Prime Minister Olof Palme was assassinated. Those
policemen had contacts with arms dealers in SOUTH
AFRICA who, on their hand, had connections to the
IRAN-CONTRA affair.
One of these policemen who was at the murder site
was Mr. Ostling, who had a friend living right at the
site where all witnesses "lost sight" of the murderer.
(This man was also a colleague to Ostling in a company
dealing arms, of which Mr. Ostling was the head.)
These two were also members of the same private
shooting club as the policeman who had the job of
looking for the missing bullets at the murder site. Mr.
Ostling has had large arms dealings with the Swedish
nation state-owned arms manufacturer company, FMV,
until about two months ago when the press began to
write about it. Mr. Ostling was convicted after the
murder for bringing in illegal wire-tapping equipment
into Sweden from SOUTH AFRICA, on behalf of Mr.
Hans Hollmer, who was the head of the police murder
investigation at that time. Mr. Hollmer had the authority to do this from Ebbe Carlsson, who many believe
was the head of the Social Democratic Party's Secret
Police, SAPO. (Ebbe Carlsson died of AIDS some
years ago.) After this, Anna-Greta Leijon (Attorney
General in Sweden) had to resign because she defended Ebbe Carlsson and Hans Hollmer and their
illegal activities.
The Swedish King Karl XVI Gustav was on the
Seychelles Islands about two months ago. ("On vacation with his family," they said on the TV news.) The
European Royal Families are all related to each other
(the Black Nobility), and many of them are members of
the secret society, the P2 Lodge. The P2 Lodge, on the
other hand, is interconnected-to the Seychelles Islands,
where the same South African secret policemen (who
were friends to the Swedish policeman who are suspected of the Palme assassination) had business contacts with Ricci, who is/was a close ally of Licio Gelli
(Grand Master of the P2 Lodge) and the people surrounding the BushIThatcher armsldrug-running operations around the world.
If you have some information on Carl Bildt,
(High Representative of Bilderbergers) the European
Ugion "Peace keeper" in Bosnia; the Swedish Royal
Family Bernadotte's (Black Nobility) connection to
the House of Rothschild; Bank of England and its
connection to the Swedish Riksbank (Central Bank);
the Wallenberg family's connection to the corporation I.G.
Farben; the Bush family and the founding of Hitler and the
setup for the World Wars-please inform me.
Keep up the good work! YOU ARE THE IMDIS-

PENSABLE!
Kindest regards and thanx on beforehand,
Anonymous
P.S. The new Secretary General of the UN,Kofi Ana's
wife is a relative to the Swedish Wallenberg family.

MORE
Fax received 12120196:
Hello! I'm glad you like my writing regarding
Palme and stuff. If you don't know anything about the
Wallenberg family: They are in the "center ring" of the
Bilderberger group and the Trilateral Commission, and
probably very close to the Rockefellers.
If you have any information regarding the Swedish
connection to the Elite groups please let me know.
(Carl Bildt, "high representative" Bilderberger, and
chief peacekeeper in Bosnia for the European Union. And

1
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Remember: Switzerland and Sweden were not involved in World War 11. Both countries were named
"neutraln. In Switzerland "they" have all their gold
positioned. The Freemasons have their headquarters in
Switzerland; ILO (International Labour Organization)
is stationed there also. UNESCO, UN,and the Bank of
International Settlements, THEY are all there. Side by
side, all the headquarters.
David Icke names BIS as the central bank of the
central banks. One can understand that Switzerland
was not drawn into WWII. But why not Sweden? I can
but guess. Adam Weishaupt, founder of the Bavarian
Illuminati, fled from Germany when Freemasons were
forbidden there.
In some texts I've found, and some people I've
talked to have said that Weishaupt came to a city name
"Ghota" and died there in 1811. The information I got
said that "Ghota" is Ghotenburg (Goteborg), and that
name means "Home of the Gods". Old German Ianguage: Ghoten=Gods; Bourg=home, castle. That's
"Home of the Gods".
Lenin and Trosky took the way from Switzerland
and up to Sweden and to Stockholm (where they got
financial aid from "Stockholm Enskilda Bank" owned
by the WALLENBERG family) before they arrived at
St. Petersburg where they started the "revolutionn in
October 1917. Just one exampled connection between
Sweden and Switzerland.
One investigator/writer in Sweden, M.P. Boetius,
has come up with the fact that about 2 million German
Nazi soldiers took the train through Sweden when they
were going to Norway and Finland in WWII. The
Swedish railway (owned by the State) got a good payment for that leasing contract.
Remember, Sweden was the first country starting to
utilize social security numbers (ID cards).
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5/12/96 (3) Mother's Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/11-12/96 (4) Beginning of New Phase;
6/16/96 (4) Father's Day; 6/23/96 (3) Major Ed Dames interview on "Remote Viewing";
6/30/96 (2); 7/11 /96(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;7/21/96 (2);8/4/96 (2);
8/17/96 (4) "Little Crow"; 8/18/96 (4) & 8/19/96 (3) Teddy from Canada 81Commander
Hatonn; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4) David Icke;
9/1/96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; 9/8/96 (3) JUDGEMENT DAY- 1995, a dramatization;
9/22/96 (4) Gary Wean 81Field Report From The Clays; 10/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada;
1 1 /2/96 (3); 1 1 /24/96 (2);12/8/96(2) .
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

AIR FORCE TO
TEST LASER AT EDWARDS
Weapon Project To Create Jobs

the great lies of the Elite. Would the timing of this
have anything to do with damage control of the downing of the TWA Flight 800, since it has been published
that Hatonn said it was a laser beam-type of weapon
(scalar beam, technically) that took it out. After all, if
they are only now setting up to use laser weapons how
could it be that it was used t~ take out the TWA plane?
Laser weapons have been used for decades-they
certainly don't need the crude development project
they're talking about above. There have been secret
wars going on for a long time using this type ofweapon
and also particle beam weapons and more sophisticated
scalar weaponry.
The majority of plane, train and other type of major
transportation "accidents" are a part of this war. These
will only get worse. Hatonn told us, back in 1988, that
they will set up these types of "accidentsn to the point
that people will be afraid to fly. Then they will move
on to cause the public to become afraid to use the trains.
buses and ships, and then they'll control your use of,
or will take, y o u cars. It's later than you think!

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
12/13/96, [quoting:]
Lasers will move out of the world of science fiction
and into battlefield reality with an airborne weapon
system being developed by the Air Force to shoot down
missiles as they launch.
The laser weapon, mounted onto the nose of a
modified Boeing 747-400 freighter, will focus laser
energy in a spot about the size of a basketball on a
missile's fuel casing, causing the casing to crack.
The pressure from inside the missile's casing tank
will cause the missile to "unzip", said Col. Dick Tebay,
the program manager.
"It's like pealing a sardine can lid back," Tebay
said.
The Air Force plans to use Edwards Air Force Base
as the home of the testing of the Airborne Laser Pro'LINK NO LONGER IN DOUBT*
gram beginning in 1999.
Research Focusing
- On Intervention: Experts
The Air Force plans to spend $6 billion through the
year 2008 to develop the weapon system and build
Excerpted from THE GAZETTE, MONTREAL,
seven laser-carrying aircraft. The Airborne Laser is 11/23/96, [quoting:]
being developed by a team of Boeing Co. Lockheed
Does watching violence make children violent?
Martin and TRW. [End quoting]
Heather-jane Robertson is director of professional
I'm sure CONTACT readers can see this as one of development services for the Canadian Teachers Fed-
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eration. She has worked on videos and curriculum
materials that examine TV and movie violence, research that has led her to believe "the jury is no longer
out on whether there is a link between violent entertainment and anti-social behavior."
"Now researchers are focusing on who is most
susceptible (to the effects of violent entertainment) and
what can be done to combat it," Robertson said. "Kids
in unstable home situations are more vulnerable. Boys
are more affected than girls. The link is no longer in
doubt. NOWresearch is looking at what kind of intervention would work."
Robertson said that Holl~woodproducers and network executives are disingenuous when they dispute
the negative effect of on-screen violence. If television
can communicate the virtues of a prime minister in 30
seconds, what message is conveyed by 48 minutes of
serial killing on Millennium?
"Television influences behavior," she said. "That's
a given, and the mles don't change when we're talking
about violence."
Dr. Michael Spevack is a clinical psychologist
whose specialty is cognitive behavior therapy. He
works with adolescents and adults at Montreal General
and Lakeshore General hospitals.
"There are any number of studies that show when
small children watchviolent programs and are then put
in a play situation, they display aggressive behavior,"
Spevack said. "The more interesting question is: why
i s violence on television at all? There's something
about it that titillates, stimulates, attracts, intertsts
children and adults.
...the process of growing up and becoming socialized involves learning to control our basic impulses.
"The job of society and o w families is to shape their
instincts SO that they don't result in people being hurt,"
Spevack said.
Television-ubiquitous, persuasive and on all the
time-does a lot of that shaping. Spevack is against
heavy-handed government regulations of what can be
shown on television. He favors citizen action.
"You vote with your remote control and you vote
with your dollars," he said. "Advertising supports TV
programs. If we don't like the content or the message
of a show or the manner in which it affects our children,
we have a responsibility to our own families, but perhaps the responsibility is broader.
"Perhaps we want to encourage all of society to
reject this kind of program. Let's organize. Let's write
letters-and maybe not buy the soap of the company
that advertises on the show. I think that's a powerful
way to make a point and use the levers people have
without resorting to the state imposing thou shalt and
thou shalt not." [End quoting].
You cannot trust the media programmers: they are
not on your side. It is y o ~ rresponsibility to see and
control what your children watch until you feel you
have trained them very well in discernment. You will
bear the responsibilty for what becomes of themaccording to your intentions and training given while
you have the opportunity.

THE PERSONAL COMPUTER
From the INTERNET (a research organization report), 12/96, [quoting:]
THE PERSONAL COMPUTER IS A CANCER
THAT WILL EAT AWAY AT THE VITAL AUDIENCES OF THE MEDIA. [End quoting]
The major TV networks are already really beginning to hurt. I read that of the people who use a
computer at home, most of the time for its usage has
been taken from TV watching.

POWER OF PLASTIC
From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, Jan. 1997,
[quoting:]
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IT'S FLEXIBLE ENOUGH to mold into any shape, tionable lyrics. Sanitized versions (songs altered or
tough enough to withstand temperatures down to -45O omitted, art work changed) of work by rap artists et al.
C, and doesn't contain any toxic metals such as mer- are being produced specifically for sale at Wal-Mart.
cury or cadmium. It's an all-plastic rechargeable bat* The huge Blockbuster video-rental chain will not
tery that could revolutionize the way the military and stock movies that are rated NC-17 (theatrical release
civilians power up.
bars children under 17).
Media mogul Ted Turner has shelved Bastard
A prototype of the plastic battery, developed by Joe
Suter of the John Hopkins University Applied Physics Out of Carolina, a TV movie based on an acclaimed
Laboratory and Donald Dylis of the Air Force Rome novel that involves incest, and has tried to block distriLaboratory, has been recharged 200 times. Potentially, bution of Canadian David Cronenberg's Crash.
it could be recharged as many as 10,000 times, they
The movie remake of Lolita-starring Jeremy
claim.
Irons and directed by Adrian L y n e 4 o e s not have an
The plastic battery works much like co ~entional American distributor.
batteries do: A charge passes from anode to cathode
In his recent New Yorker piece on the Fall of Fun,
through the electrolyte between them. Normally, all James Atlas quotes and excerpt from Cigarettes Are
three of these battery components are metals. But in the Sublime, a contrarian cultural analysis by Richard
new battery, they are thin plastic films. Although each Klein, who teaches French literature at Cornell Univerfilm carries only a 2.5 volt charge, researchers can sity.
stack the films to produce higher voltages.
"We are in the midst of one of those periodic
With suEcient voltage, the lightweight battery moments of regression," Klein wrote, "when the culcould be molded into devices ranging from military ture, descended from Puritans, imposes its hysterical
GPS receivers and satellites to consumer cellular phones, visions and enforces its guilty constraints on society
radios, and hearing aids-taking the shape of the prod- legislating moral judgements under the guise of public
uct. Unlike conventional batteries, a plastic battery health, all the while enlarging power of surveillance
would never leak. In time, Suter believes he may even and the reach of censorship to achieve a general restricbe able to build a battery from biodegradable plastics. tion of freedom."
-Kemba Johnson [End quoting]
Brrrrrt Short term forecast for the arts: deep chill.
[End quoting]
THE UNPRODUCTIVE
MEDIA
Excerpted from THE WASHINGTON TIMESweekly,
11/26/96, [quoting:]
Excerpted from THE SEEKERS, by Mary Snell,
In 1776, in his book Wealth Of Nations, Adam 12/96, [quoting:]
Smith wrote:
In 1977, the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency
"Great nations are never impoverished by private, (D.I.A.) declassified a report describing how vast adthough sometimes by public, prodigality and miscon- vances in soviet psychotronic technology can create the
duct. The whole, or almost the whole public revenue is Big Brother Society, by using electronic mind-control
in most countries employed in maintaining unproduc- techniques against populations to implant ideas and
tive hands. ...Such people, as they themselves produce thoughts into the heads of unsuspecting victims. And
nothing, are all maintained by the produce of other you thought your thoughts were your own.
men's labour. When multiplied, therefore, to an unDo you believe that the networks report the news
necessary number, they may in a particular year con- truthfully? Would you think that the media is more
sume so great a share of this produce, as not to leave a controlled than 43 years ago?
Richard M. Cohan, Senior Producer of CBSpolitisufficiency for maintaining the productive labourers,
cal news said: "We are going to impose OUR AGENDA
who should produce it next year ...
"Those unproductive hands, who should be main- on the coverage by dealing with issues and subjects that
tained by part only of the spare revenue of the people, WE choose to deal with."
Richard Salant, former President of CBS News
may consume so great a share of their whole revenue,
and thereby oblige so great a number to encroach upon stated: "Our job is to give the people not what they
their capitals, upon the funds destined for the mainte- want, but what WE decide they ought to have."
Herman Dismore, foreign editor of the New York
nance of productive labour, that all the frugality and
good conduct of individuals may not be able to compen- Times (1950-1960) said: "The New York Times is delibsate the waste and degradation of produce occasioned erately pitched to the liberal (socialist) view."
Walter Cronkite: "News reporters are certainly
by this violent and forced encroachment."
Could Adam Smith have been talking about the liberal and left of center."
We the American people have been subjected to an
U.S. Department of Education, a monstrous Washington bureaucracy of thousands of "unproductive hands" unending barrage of mind control and behavior modiwho do no educating but are "maintained by the pro- fication systems and techniques, which havebecome all
duce of other men's labour [the U.S. taxpayer]"? Or pervasive.
With all the mindless programming on television,
perhaps, was he alluding to the Newark, New Jersey
public school system where Dr. Beverly Hall FOUND from the degrading and demoralizing sitcoms, to the
MORE ADMINISTRATORS THEN TEACHERS? disgusting talk shows which seem to draw some of their
guests from the ranks of America's most perverted and
[emphasis mine]
It i s no wonder that it now takes two wage depraved citizens-there maybe a need for us to watch
earners in a familv to make ends meet.-Louis
some TV programming. If it's all lies and propaganda,
Manzelle, Dept. of Economics, Monmouth University, why would we want to watch TV at all? A good
question, considering the above paragraphs. Perhaps if
West Long Branch, New Jersey [End quoting]
we have access to alternative sources of information
which reveal the r e d agenda our government is up to
PARENTS NOT ALONE
IN PROTESTS
and the lies our government wants us to believe, and if
Wal-Mart, Blockbuster Anti-Violence As Well
we ever want to do what we can to turn this mess
around, then there may be a good reason to "observe"
Excerpted from THE GAZETTE, MONTREAL, TV "news programs". [End quoting]
Until we change the government from the top down
11/23/96, [quoting:]
Millennium and Poltergeist, television programs there will be no real changes made--only 'window
that have become targets of anti-violence protests, dressing'. With honest government you can do away
with the prostitute media, with anti-trust laws, etc.
stand out in a censorious season.
Even if you could get the Elite to improve the media
Wal-Mart, the biggest pop-music retailer in the
U. S. won't sell CDs that carry labels warning of objec- they will work-in the subliminal and subaudio stuff and
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still pollute your mind.
In the meantime there is truth out there if you have
the desire and will to seek it. Not to brag, but you are
now reading probably the best source of truth on this
planet.
•

D
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Excerpted from the DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
12/15/96, [quoting:]
Dove Books-the company that gave as that classic
of Hollywood lore, You '11 Never Make Love in This
Town Again-has mysteriously put on hold plans to
publish another expost, this time about Disney.
The move comes just a short while after Dove
signed a lucrative deal with a Disney division. Catalog-lovers will recall that seven months ago, Dove
announced it would publish a'comprehensive expose"
about the Walt Disney Co. titled The Tragic Kingdom:
Inside Disney.
The book, Dove said, would reveal "what industry
insiders already know about this ruthless corporate
culture, where abuses of power at the highest levelsincluding pandering and rampant drug use-are tolerated and "unofficial" corporate policies exist concerning who will and won't get promoted."
In the book, we were promised, we would discover
how the "golden heart" of the Walt Disney Co. "turned
blacker than nightn. Alas, the book itself has turned
blacker than night. So is it just coincidence that this
follows a deal signed in August between D m Four
Point-Dwe's TVprodnction arm-and Disntg's B
u
m
Vista Television for Dove to develop programming for
B V m 3 [End quoting]
Y h a t are we roinr to do about all of these crwkg
p ~ e r a t i these
n ~ massive cornoration+-and opt rovgrnmentsn

GOTTI REPORTEDLY GIVES l JP
CONTROL OF CRIME FAMILY
From the INTERNET, 11/96, [quoting:]
NEW YORK-John Gotti, the swaggering crime
chieftain in prison for life, has agreed to turn over the
reins of the powerful Gambino crime family to a BrookIyn underling, sources have told the New York Daily
News. Under pressure fromthe Commission, the Mafia's
ruling panel of New York crime families, Gotti will
relinquish his post as leader of the 200-member Gambino
family to 56-yearsld Nicholas "Little Nick" Corozzo.
The move was ordered by the leaders of the Genovese,
Colombo, Bonanno and Luchese families, sources
said. [End quoting]
This is more evidence that the government allows
the Mafia to stay in business. They know who they are,
where they live, how they get their money, how they
launder it and who gets the payoffs-including themselves. Many of our government leaders are blood
brothers of the Mafia. Most CONTACT readers knew
this, however,and the above is only fuel for the fire.

r
n

OF THE NIGHTLY NEWS REALLY
GETTINOT NEWS? REALITY?
From the INTERNET, 12/96, [quoting:]
Or what a small group of top leaders axid capitalists
would very much like the unsuspecting public to believe is reality?
To be ignorant is to be controlled.
Until the population has a clear understa- ding of
the, propaganda devices, utilized by the 'commissar
class' as methodsof control-and can see the 'emperor's
new clothes' that masquerades as 'objective', 'impartial' and 'unbiased' news reporting for what it really
is-we are all enslaved.
Until the information playing field is leveled and
the average citizen has access to the same information
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as, say, the Phillip-Morris company, this is not a truly
free society.
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER!!
"A COUNTRY CANNOT BE BOTH IGNORANT
AND FREE!!" -Thomas Jefferson [emphasismine]
If Jefferson were alive today he would doubtless be
shocked by the blandness and uniformity of the popular
media.
No longer the impartial Fourth Estate of
government envisioned by our founding fathers, the
media has turned its back on independent journalism
and instead opts for transcribing the opinions of the
ruling-class Elites. When information is framed and
filtered through think-tanks, pundits, pollsters, and
'resident experts' like Henry Kissinger, Pat Robertson
and noted liar Oliver North, the population is being
subjected to nothing more than insidious propaganda
disguised as news.
In recent years, reports furnished by the World
Bank, the Club of Rome, and even avowedly conservative think-tanks like the Rand Corporation have predicted that at the current rate of fossil-fuel consumption, de-forestation of the Wetlands, depletion of the
ozone layer, rising levels of greenhouse gases, population overgrowth, ruptures in the food chain, etc., the
planet can sustain human life for another fifty years, at
best, without an unprecedented shift in the way we
currently do business.
Big business does not want you to know that.
It might be bad for the bottom line.
There is a war going on-an all out, total information war that is being waged right now against every
man, woman and child on the planet. We are subject to
disinformation campaigns at every turn, from every
pollster, statistician, pundit, talking-head expert, you
name it. ..we are being lied to so the rich can get richer
at the expense of Mother Nature and the very futures of
our children and grandchildren.
What the hell do they care about your kids?
Their families will be able to afford the finest,
purest oxygen bottled at a special source in the Swiss
Alps.
This is a very critical moment in the history of the

human race.
R. Buckminster Fuller predicted that capitalism
would only achieve harmony with the environment
when it became profitable to do so.
Information is the commodity of the future. ..
If there are enough informed people, armed with
the significant intellectual ammunition necessary to
combat the distortion, innuendo, and cunning semantic
subterfuge of the popular media, a paradigm shift can
occur in this culture and we may be able to pull back
from the brink of political and environmental catastrophe, before it is too late.
As philosopher Terence McKenna has remarked
"This is not a dress rehearsal for the Apocalypse.. .this
is the real thing folks."
And even Ronald Reagan said something to the
effect that if hostile alien invaders attacked Earth, we
would all band together, unite for the common good and
realize that we are brothers under the skin. [Iheard
him say on TV (while he was president) that he was
proposing to the Russians that we work in mutual
cooperation to defend against extraterrestrials. Yet,
the Elite denied there were any extraterrestrials.]
A pretty profound thought from the Gipper, huh?
And guess what ...the Earth is being attacked, by
multi-national oligarchies and capitalist greedheads.
When fewer than 20 corporations own most media
outlets there is a need for an 'information antidote' to
counter the reality engineers of the corporate media.
The media dominates our lives and it sets our
societal agendas.
It programs you, manipulates you and limits debate.
Whoever controls what you see, controls what you think.
While you're watching sitcoms, greedy bastards
are busy destroying the planet for a profit.
Information dissemination is the only way to change
anything.
Desperate times call for desperate measures:
The Internet is a revolutionary means of communication that can decentralize power by providing everyone with a voice. The Internet is the medium of global
information exchange and is the only place for truly
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free information exchange, as it is not controlled by any
one organization or media cartel.
The Internet will provide a portal to the emerging
radical intellectual movement flourishing in the World
Wide Web community and point users of the service
towards the highest quality, most powerful and culturally important information the Internet has to offer.
There is a thriving counter culture living in cyberspace,
a place bearing scant resemblance to AOL's Mayberry
RFD.
Disinformation will encourage skepticism and common sense. It will provide the context that intelligent
people desperately need in order to form responsible
opinions. The exchange of ideas from different cultures and value systems will promote understanding
and create a true 'Global Village.'
Disinformation-for people who believe that what
you don't know can hurt you.
You have the right to remain stupid ...
Or you can storm the reality studio.
Good luck. [End quoting]
I h o ~ evou alwavs remember, and act as such,
that this war for freedom will NEVER, NEVER be
can and will onlv be won with
won bv mns-it
KNOWLEDGE AND WISDOM....WITH GOD'S
HELP!!
s

**

Your response to The News Desk has been appreciated very much, along with the contributions of news
clippings. I would, however, like to mention that the
sending of regular newspaper clippings is sufficient at
the present rate from sources within the U.S., unless
you feel that it might be something that has not been
covered anywhere else. I could use a few more clippings from other sources outside the U.S., however.
I would like to thank all readers for your support of
CONTACT-without you we could not spread this truth.
The staff and I wish you the best for the Holidays
and in the coming New Year. May God bless you and
your families.

Brief Note
Bv EJ & Doris Ekker
./

12/18/96 EJ & DORIS EKKER

Comes now E J and Doris Ekker to thank you all for your cards and notes, and the many gifts, and especially
for your unflagging support. If only every one of God's people could feel as blessed as we do---we'd be out
o f a job!
We have, however, suffered a painful attack that may require some time for recovery. A former attorney
has received a copy of a voluminous filing in the Fresno Federal Court accusing us o f violating the "Permanent
Injunction" against our use o f any o f the University o f Science and Philosophy (Walter Russell) material, to
which w e had agreed as a part o f the settlement of that case.
Doris was shocked and very "let down7'because the CONTACTeditors and the Constitutional Law Center
had installed a mechanism to censor out any inadvertent use o f US&P material. Her reaction was to "take a
break7'to "get herself together".
The wounding is painful, even i f not mortal. But she will recover and be back stronger than ever. In the
meantime, please read with joy and appreciation writings that have recently presented from other "scribes",
to take her place, and know that we all have "back-up" from the Hosts as well as reserves in the Ground Crew.
And, please, accept our heartfelt gratitude and THANK YOU in this way until we find a better way. We
. . . , . . . . , . . . .,
wish you HAPPY HOLIDAYS !
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Your Financial Defense Against The New World Order!
12/19/96

CORT CHRISTIE

Over the past several years I have had the opportunity to study and work very closely with Nevada corporations, and I have been amazed by the strength and
privacy they afford. Commander Hatonn has told us
all, time and again, that in order to hold on to what we
have and to prosper in the coming years, a Nevada
corporation must be part of our strategy. This is all the
more true today than it was over five years ago when the
first Phoenix Journals started to address the Nevada
corporation strategy. Repeatedly I have witnessed the
IRS, attorneys and private parties try to get at someone
with a Nevada corporation-to no avail.
Today's world of chaos and uncertainty requires
each of us to turn off our TVs and conduct our affairs
in a new, unorthodox way. Looking at the many aspects
of incorporating can appear to be a heavy load but we
have spent years assisting the beginner to understand
how to set up and manage his own Nevada corporations. Call us at Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc.
at 1-800-398-1077 for a free packet about setting up
your own Nevada corporation.
Nevada statutes have developed a corporate structure unlike that of any other state. For years the
preferred state for incorporation has been Delaware,
and you will find many of your Fortune 500 corporations still residing in that state. Nevada created its
corporate statutes based on Delaware but went further.
Nevada corporate structure was developed to allow
investors and owners of Nevada corporations to remain
completely private. Most states in this country require

you to publicly file the names and addresses of a
corporation's directors, officers, and stockholders. This
information can then be publicly accessed usually via a
brief telephone call to the Secretary of State's office in
the state of incorporation. Nevada, in an attempt to
create a private corporate shelter, only requires the
name of the corporation's president, secretary, and
treasurer (not vice-president) and the corporation's
directors. The state does not wish to know who the
investors or stockholders of the corporation are. This
makes Nevada the preferred state for incorporation.
Nevada has another unique feature which allows
corporate stockholders to obscure their ownership of
the corporation even further. Nevada allows its corporations to utilize something called b a r e r shares.
Bearer shares are a type of stock certificate that says
that the bearer of this certificate is the owner of the
certificate's stated number of stock shares. Bearer
shares can be impossible to track or to trace because the
person who has possession of the bearer shares of a
corporation would be considered the owner of the corporation. This form of ownership places a brick wall in
the front of anyone who is trying to track down the
ownership of your corporation. Other states don't have
bearer shares available to their corporations because
bearer shares make keeping track of corporate ownership impossible. Generally, with most corporations,
when someone has stock that he purchased from another individual, he sends his stock certificate in to the
corporation; the corporation then issues a new certificate in his name and the corporation has a record of the
new owner of that stock. With a bearer share, when you

sell your stock to someone else, you don't go to the
corporation to get a new certificate; you just keep the
bearer shares. There is no required reporting to the
corporation of the sale or transfer of its-stock.Nevada takes corporate privacy very seriously. The
Secretary of State's office. which is resuonsible for the
state's corporations, does hot ask for mich information
and therefore doesn't have much information to share.
Even the Governor of Nevada has taken a public stand
to not submit to the Internal Revenue Service's request
for a program of information sharing.
With the opportunity for a Nevada corporation
owner to utilize contract officers and directors for his
corporation, which are the only public representatives
of his corporation, you can see how easy it can be to
remain very private. That owner can still hold the
corporate title of Vice President and remain completely
out of the public's eye.
The Ultimate Liability Protection. Most every
state in the United States has adopted corporate statutes
that limit the liability of any of its representatives
which includes officers, directors and stockholders.
Nevada has very specifically spelled out in its state
statutes that all corporate representatives are free from
personal liability from corporate activities except in
cases where fraud has been perpetrated. This means
that the corporation can be sued, file bankruptcy and be
involved in other unfortunate activities and not personally jeopardize the assets of its agents or representatives. The significant thing to remember here is that if
your corporation does get sued, the initiator of the suit
must bring the action against the corporation in its
state of domicile. This is where it becomes important
to have set up your corporation in a state that has taken
a stand to protect the personal liability of a corporation's
participants. Nevada has taken this stand quite firmly.
We'll take a look at those statutes later.
No exchange with the IRS! One of the unique
features of Nevada is that they have taken a stand with
the IRS. The Governor of Nevada, Bob Miller has
stated that Nevada will not create a system of information exchange with the IRS. The IRS has a formal
exchange program with most states where they can
track the income and assets of people throughout
the country. The States feel that they benefit because they get access to the information that the IRS
uses for their own taxing purposes. Nevada has no
state tax, therefore, they have no use of any arrangement with the IRS.
The attitude of most Nevadans is that your
business is no one else's business and they certainly
don't like anyone from the government telling them
what they can do. So far this attitude has helped
keep the state government small. We shall see what
happens in the future.
Low Cost Incorporation. Nevada is one of the
lowest cost states to incorporate in. To have the
privilege of owning a Nevada corporation you are
only charged $85 a year by the state. That means for
only $85 ayear, Nevada will give you the right to all
of the benefits of a Nevada corporation. All the
state really cares about is their $85.
States like California will cost you at least
$1500 to get set up and then annually you will pay
the state about $1200 to receive all of their wonderful privileges like audits with the Franchise Tax
Board.
Why Incorporate?-Better Yet, Why Not?
Many people think that just because they are a
single person or a family that incorporating is
It only requires one
not for them-WRONG!
person to form the corporation, be the Board of
Directors, and officers. You then have all the
benefits of a corporation, business-wise and taxwise. Why do you think the government seems to
give breaks to corporations? Because most of our
government "servants" are incorporated and do
business through their corporations. Their private
corporate lives are never made public. Yes, it is the
,
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(The last of the "safe havensn)
If you're looking for the benefits that incorporating
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability,
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through
the sale of stock-taking just 5 miniutes of your time to
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation
could save you and your company thousands of dollars.
For more information contact:

P.O. Box 27740
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Telephone: 800-398-1077
OR: 702-896-7001
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best kept secret in the United States and abroad, because people from foreign countries can also incorporate in Nevada. This is a benefit that "Big Brother" has
made every effort to hide from you, so there is no
chance of removing those benefits.
A Nevada corporation can own property in ANY
state without having to qualify or be incorporated in
that state. Therefore, in this instance (owning or

-

-

Voice o f the Old2Guard
Ry: Gnadmr IIcmarn-Hwmre

11/19/96

GRANDMA

THINK ABOUT IT!

OUR FINGERPRINTS!
They are at it again! Their new drive is to make
certain everyone is fingerprinted. What is going on
here, when our blood samples are taken in doctors'
offices and our DNA is catalogued by the laboratories? !
Now, they want "additionals". Our fingerprints!
When people challenge, they are countered with:
"What do you have to hide?"
The issue being: It's not what we want to hide;
it's what we are trying to protect! Our duly constituted basic fundamental rights are what the objection
is about. But, for these government agents, agencies,
individuals and employees to look us straight in the
eye and say, "What are you trying to hide?" is nothing
more than reverse psychology, or old fashioned psyche
bending, by putting the guilt trip on innocent people.
Personally, I think until this governmental madness is straightened out, and some honesty is exhibited to the people, the people should say: "All engines stop, boys! Until you get some integrity and some
ethics, and exhibit some morals, then act responsibly,
you ain't gettin' nuttin'!"
Grandma Herrmann-Herrman-Herman
11/20/96 GRANDMA

Editorial Correction:

OPENINEUP-CAR SEARCHES

I was asked my opinion on recent Supreme Court
decision "Opening-Up-Car Searchesn.

In last week's interview with Fritz
Springmeier on mind control, we incorrectly quoted Fritz on page 5, second column as referring to Ralph WaldoEmerson
and The Unseen Hand. Our apologies to
Fritz-what we said was "RalphEpperson
and others have referred to it as The
Unseen Hand " Sorry for the oversight.

I
I

FREE CATALOG
AVAILABLE FROM
PHOENIX SOURCE

BY CALLING
1-800-800-5565

-

Let these Trr thr be srlJ-evidenced

certainly want to incorporate in a preferred siate and let
the corporation in the preferred state own the property.
Then, if you sell the property, simply sell the whole
corporation. There are many benefits in that kind of
transaction. Simply determine what activities are exempt from qualifying to do business in your home state
and those which are not. This can easily be done by
contacting the Secretary of State's office in your home
state.
It is wise to incorporate in the state with the best
corporation and tax laws regardless of where you are
going to do business. Then, you have a safe HAVEN to
return, retreat, or withdraw to if you should wish to for
any reason.
Incorporating is avery tidy way to organize and get
the best "breaks" around, wherever you choose to utilize the tool. Nevada is the most overall efficient state
for personal corporations for dozens of reasons.
What the "little people" do not realize is that you
can function in security and safety the same as the "big
corporate giant", only more effectively.
For more information about the benefits of NevaUa corporations call Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc. at 1-800-398-1077, (702) 896-7001 o r write
to them at P.O. Box 27740, Las Vegas, NV 89126.
Essential books available from Nevada Corporate
Headquarters: For a comprehensive look a t the
advantages of Nevada corporations order the Nevada Corporation Manual for $32.95 (includes SIH).
For the Do-It-Yoarselfer order the book Incorporating I n Nevada-The Complete Kit for $34.95 (includes
SIH).

I
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It is my understanding that an Ohio Supreme Court
rendered "auto searches unconstitutionalw. However,
the U.S. Supreme Court could find no constitutional
basis which imposed duty on police to tell motorists
that they are free to go once a traffic ticket or warning
has been issued. (The point when the driver is legally
free to continue on.)
At this point, we have State Jurisdiction (a constitutional issue of states rights) vs. Federal Mandates.
(1) Each state is a sovereign entity under their
own'c~nstitutions. This is the primary reason for the
first Ten Amendments to the Constitution, known as
the Bill of Rights.
(2) The Bill of Rights, by Declaration of an act of
Congress, was expressly enacted to prevent the misconstruction and abuse of federal powers over the citizens of the states.
(3) The Law of the Land. o f t i states. is the common*law (see Judiciary Act, Set. 11).
(4) The Law of the Sea, Admiralty Iaw, can be
invoked by the federal government only when cases
arise which involve Maritime contracts, international
contracts, shipping disputes between nations,
merchantmen's disagreements, etc. This is called the
Federal Laws. The Federal Laws (Maritime Jurisdiction) may enter into disputes between states which involve constitutional issues or where constitutional
rights have been violated within the states. This is

the primary reason for the Fourteenth Amendment, as
the Fourteenth Amendment guarantees equal protection
under the law. Taking into consideration rights are
the primary issue being, (a) the duly constituted fundamental rights of individuals, as opposed to, (b) police powers.
It appears our chief justices have forgotten the
grandfathered case: I think it was 1637, one John
Liburn, on trial in England, was made to take the infamous Star Chamber Oath. The oath would have bound
him to answer to all questions posed to him on any
subject. On account of the Liburn trial, Parliament
abolished the inquisitorial court of Star Chamber based
on the lofty principles to which Libwn had appealed
during his trial, which gained popularity in England.
These sentiments worked their way over to the colonies and were implanted, after great straggle, into the
Bill of Rights.
Thus we may view the historical development of
the privilege as one which groped for the proper scope
of government power over the citizen. The individual
right, rightfully recognized in part as an individual's
substantive right, a right to a private enclave, where
he may lead a private life. That right is the hallmark
of our democracy.
We have recently noted that the privilege against
self-incrimination (Fiflh Amendment), the essential
mainstay of our adversary system, is founded on a complex of values. All these policies point to one overriding thought: The constitutional foundation underlying the privilege is the respect a government, state or
federal, must accord to the dignity and integrity of its
citizens. To maintain a "fair state-individual balance,
to require the government to shoulder the entire loadn
(8 Wigmore, Evidence 3 17, McNaughton Rev. 1961),
to respect the inviolability of the human personality,
our accusatory system of criminal justice demands that
the government seeking to punish an individual produce the evidence against him by its own independent
labors, rather than by the cruel, simple expedient of
compelling it from his own mouth, or by unlawful
searches and seizures, or without probable cause cited
by Writ.
Of course, when an individual is in custody on
probable cause, the police may, of course, seek out evidence, in the field to be used at a trial against him.
Custody is the operative word. Citation, or traffic
ticket, is a bird of a different feather.
Unreasonable searches and seizures, under these
conditions, without a warrant, or probable cause, causes
innocent persons harm, and loss of inherent, inviolable,
perpetual, duly constituted, fundamental rights.
I am hopeful a reconsideration of Chief Justice
Rhenquist Etaliis will be forthcoming.
Grandma ~errmann- err man-~erman

Pe0p1e are 1ike w ine age s 0 ur s t he bad and
improves t h e good.
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Christmastime Thoughts
On Giving And Regiving
&&a

What does this have to do with anything? Everything you might want to know. Doris read Dr. Okilo's
message on the front page, his Christmas Message, and
realized that it was fine as to whatever would followeven if it ends in incarceration into a prison for her. It
means that either Dr. Okilo is also a liar O R it will be
fine and rest in his gentle hands IN TRUTH.
I don't want to consider what "might" be but I will
take this space and opportunity to reflek my own stance
on the matter in THAT Christmas Message, 1996.
[QUOTING:]
The University of Science and Philosophy
1996 CHRISTMAS MESSAGE

0'"-

President's Christmas Message
Mark Williams (Rick Webber for all you inquiring
minds-who had actually put Pleiades Connection [seLOVE. HOPE. AND CHARITY
ries of Journals] to voice audio FOR GREEN per- .
sonally) to do a search of disc writings to quote from
anyone I had quoted. I remind all of you that we are
journalists; we are, as in a periodical of regular publication, a RESOURCE for that which is valid and real to
Chief Melford Okilo
the sensing multitudes. If there were ever
USP President and CEO
MISPERCEPTIONS as to our course, it was through
those people, not US. We have a newspaper which
Swannanoa
offers those things hidden by the Elite, that which is
P.O. Box 520
We wonder why we struggle with the things of life existing but buried, those things exactly like the mesWaynesboro, VA 22980
when there are so many in equally free-will status who sages of Waiter Russell and Nikola Tesla, on the very
[H:It is important as you read this to THINKfor
only seem to move ever further into the dark limita- TRUTH of life and what IS God. I may well have some
tions of physical shackles.
revelations of unknown facts but you need to face what self what you feel about this Umessage". Did Chief
We again come upon a Season of bearing the IS, not even one more seer or fortune-teller trying to Melford Okilo PLAGIARIZE that which came fr6m
a great Teacher, Walter Russell, o r did he LEARN
messages of Love, Joy, Peace and the very presentation manipulate YOU.
of a symbol of Truth all wrapped into a bundle of that
Well, who brought the similarities to the attention what the Teacher had to teach so that he would paas
which is pure and untainted with this compression of Binder in the first place? Ah, I have told you several on Truth in Concept, as a student who has learned
within a THOUGHT of space and time-a newborn times but I will not repeat it for it matters not! And, the message offered in the elder's presentations?
BABE.
furthermore, THAT person is in great pain that it has Which came first? The chicken o r the egg? EVERYThe CN rinas forth from the hearts of our own close fallen as it has. It was an attempt to brina Green to his THING existing came before-from the infinite
and most loved people: WHY? Why would the claimers consequences for another damaged by Green and it MIND OF GOD as a lighted reflection t f HIS
of such offerings turn and crush our very beings? How came to rest in the happenstance of one Doris, because THOUGHT manifest. Can you hold truth? CAN
can those who espouse these very messages come forth Green was and is a TURNCOAT. His actions are those YOU 'HOLD" LIGHT? No, you can only reflect
in coalition withthe most evil intended purposes recog- of a thief, a liar, and a USER. Well, God also "uses"LIGHT just as you can reflect GOD! HOW DO YOU
nized in this modern world?
every opportunity available in the unfolding to make REFLECT GOD?]
Tht greatest thing in the world is what you do to
And what energy, already transitioned, is ever connections and bring understanding through experipresent to so many of these close local writers? Of ence. If we are to bring great change and hope of your fellow human beings. You will be judged, and
course: Walter Russell! In this is a lesson to be carried achievement, we must JOIN with those who recognize condemned or blessed right here on Earth, not accordin all your days of perceived separation-that there is TRUTH and IN LIGHT bring it to attention, lest the ing to your faith or belief in any religion, but according
people never have opportunity to learn and know. If to what you do to others.
no separation.
As we think of Christmas, we think of the birth and
Dharma sits here now with a wish that she had there cannot be this coalition then there is no worthy
never served this great man, never allowed herself to purpose for our efforts, now is there? God will always mission of our Lord Jesus Christ, the greatest teacher
pen for a Master Teacher, especially those things KNOCK upon the door in softness to gain your inner that ever trod this Earth. He summarized His mission
which were not recognized by her own level of under- attention. Then HE presents His gifts and allows YOU on Earth in His Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5,6,
standing-i.e., LIGHT and the very expression of God. to accept or deny. Then HE presents ways for your and 7). He said: "Judge not that you be not judged. For
But, how is TRUTH to live into infinity in its expres- allowance in learning to realize the USE of HIS gifts. with what judgment you judge, you will be judged; and
sion of reality if SOMEONE does not dare? Ah, but in In all this, GO,IXtests each individual touched by the with the measure you use, it will be measured back to
innocence we are somehow "had"? No, in willing pulse waves going forth from the center-HIS CEN- you... Therefore, whatever you want men to do to you,
service to that which you KNOW is correct and right, TER.
do first) to them, for this is the Law of the Prophets."
What will happen out of the new suits against
you must sometimes take your stand.
Many people of His day-even many people of
Dharma for, actually, writing personal messages on the today--do not seem to understand the scientific and
PLEIADES
subject of LIGHT, to private and specific people in spiritual meanings of those statements until the Russells
CONNECTION
response to their own inquiry? Well, Binder has signed came.
all the "put her into jail" documents so he had to know
The Russells came and explained that LOVE means
Out of nearly 200 volumes and thousands of hand- what he was doing. However and far more importantly, BALANCE. That the expression of LOVE by action in
written messages, along with thousands of hour:; of the President and CEO of USP did NOT know. Chief a Universe of motion like ours, is attained ONLY by
speakings, do you believe that four volumes speaking Melford Okilo, formerly Governor of River State in Equal action and Equal reaction, to say it in electrical
equally pertinent Truth about the very reality of God Nigeria, is in that role and he has shared abundantly terms; and in spiritual terms, it means Equal Giving
could test so greatly? At the very least did George with us in the use of his messages. Further, regularly and Equal Regiving. Man's power is limited to his own
Green not need to face his own monsters and lack of the USP newsletter began to come and it is addressed action, but God alone controls the reaction to every
clearing, lack of integrity, and his own strength or TO: E. J. EKKER. Does this not turn that brochure into man's action, or the regiving of every person's giving.
Let us use other words to explain the above statefailures as a goodly being? Remember that it was the the property of one E.J. Ekker? Does not knowledge
Overton GOLD he was holding in his secret hiding gained become the intimate property of the receiving ment. The first law of Nature demands that every
places that he really wanted. He didn't want a confron- mind as it accepts or denies that which is within the transaction in it must be balanced. In scientific termitation withUS&P, or anyone. Note that US&P, through documents freely sent? Is it the handiwork of God as nology the law says: "For every action there is an equal
Timothy Binder, claimed damages first by George seen through His works? But of course it is. It is not and opposite reaction." In human relations it says:
Green. All Green did was SELL OUT, finally and as you might tout it to be, however; it is simply that "For every transaction, between any two men, or man
totally. Moreover, he rallied his buddies, got closer to there is NO THING which is not touched by the hand of and woman, or groups or nations of people, every action
Binder, claimed great friendship with Binder, got GOD.
and reaction MUST be EQUAL and BALANCED."
12119196 #1

HATONN

And the greatest
of all of these?
LOVE!

THE GREATEST THING
IN THE WORLD
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From this you can acquire happiness only by GIVING
happiness to others, not by taking it from anyone.
Likewise, he who seeks LOVE from others will never
find it, but he who GIVES LOVE out from himself
abundantly will find love coming to him from every
point on the horizon.
GOD thinks only LOVE or Good and Gives only
LOVE or Good to all men and Nature. GOD'S intent is
for every person to emulate HIM and do likewise. But
if any goes his own way and thinks evil, and gives or
does evil to his fellow man, evil is returned to him.
"With the measure you use, it will be measured back to
you." If you do good to others, good is returned to you.
If you do evil, evil is returned to you. This is GOD'S
only Law. GOD has only this one Law for all men and
Nature, not two.
Man's free will to do as he likes is limited by this
one Law. Man is free to take any action against anyone,
but God alone controls the .reaction of man's own
action. The same is true to whatever he gives to
another. God also controls the regiving to every man's
giving.
Man's destiny is therefore controlled by what he
does to his fellow human being. This is what we mean
by saying that the greatest thing in the world is what
you do to your fellow man and woman. Reflect on it,
and you will stop blaming others for your woes and
begin to blame yourself for what you have been doing to
others in the past.

outrageous beliefs expressed by a 65-yearsld woman among such muck-ralers. The intentions of one Timoin California by imprisoning her, burning her at the thy Binder are between himself and GOD and not for
stake, stealing more from her labor and property, and my judgment. I can only judge him to be worthy of
grabbing any "perceived" gain from believing in Truth presenting an opportunity to further the word of TRUTH
of GOD? What do you REALLY think is afoot here, through his misguided actions. In that recognition I
readers? Just WHO do you think has gained by this can hold great compassion for his human weaknesses.
confrontation: USP or Doris Ekker? Who gains by the
As for Chief Melford Okilo, there is great potential
giving and regiving of God? Each gains but WHO may in all facets of successful interchange. And, this being
well now be recognized after having almost no recogni- so in fact, it becomes a most propitious "timing" to
tion until this time of Truth? Would Ekkers' blood make the South African connections for further potenenhance or detract from the beauty of that which USP tial of service. I also would ask that, when possible, Dr.
claims to represent? Well, THESE are the things to be Okilo might well serve and also be served by connecconsidered by righteous Man. One day soon the re- tions with Mary's husband. Religions are unworthywards for Truth will bring an overflow of that which is TRUTH is worthy but every man believing upon the
needed to reclaim losses and right down to replacing worthiness and source of GOD, IN TRUTH, will rerotted boards in a garden in Virginia, but it will come spond to brethren with the same fundamental recognithrough the labor and hands of, yes, Doris Ekker be- tion of God. We must NEVER look at "trouble" or
cause she has chosen to serve TRUTH AND GOD IN "adversarial assault" as negative except for those preHER VERY BEING. Not for gain, readers, but because senting the negative output for within every unfolding
it is the RIGHT AND GODLY THINC3TODOI It would circumstance i s the equal OPPORTUNITY for
be far easier for her to quit, denouhce, deny and turn refoldment in GOODNESS.
In this same context can it be said truly, as was
away from the confrontation, sit in prison-whatever,
than to spend one more Christmas with nothing to presented by the USP attorneys in court the day of the
claim, except God and a stern and demanding Teacher. Waco burnout, that Russell "...received from God while
Remember, please, that just last Christmas, at this cult claims E.T.s ..." Is not Dharma's God possibly
Christmas, Attorney Methven stripped every cent from the same as is Russell's? There IS ONLY ONE,you
their bank account in claim of judgement for his legal know1 Is God not an "E.T."? HE is not rooted on a
fees he had claimed more than the regular costs of physical cement block so that makes HIM quite etheric
thousands of dollars already paid the loser club-mem- and THAT is defined as "extraterrestrial".
The Judge said on at least two occasions, while the
ber-while HE SERVED THE OPPOSITION! That
was Social Security money he took and there was clerks giggled, that it would be Doris he would imnothing left for rent, food, Christmas-nothing left. It prison. What had Doris done? She had turned over all
took months to get the funds returned FROM THE rights to ANYTHING and was simply a person in the
KERN COUNTY SHERIFF. Now which Jason Brent do courtroom while the opposition represented George
you think was behind that cute move? Also, how is it Green who was the first named party in the "Defense"
that Binder claims material from Steven Horn, Ed lineup (and still is). Many of you were present to
Cleary, et a1.7 Is this not something with such a stench witness this atrocity, while we were called a "cult" and
represented A DANGER TO HUMANITY, like the
as to befoul the very air yon take in?
Do you really think you could write a message as Waco cult just burned out that very same day.
Now for the big question: "How can we know that
above quoted and accept the stench of this conspiratorial crime against a fellow traveler? Will Okilo and the we will not also be burned and fall?" Because TRUTH
Board of Directors take the stand of protecting one cannot be destroyed! When you are acting in TRUTH,
Timothy Binder for his horrendous damage to his own only the sensing individual is in point. We have no
"University"-or will they practice what is presented GROUP as such and we proclaim no claim to anything,
except our OWN service unto GOD and right actions in
in Truth, above?
I can only PROMISE that those who have brought presenting TRUTH to sensing Man and reflected SOUL.
damage and intentional aggression against God will be In other words, WE HAVE NO RELIGION. We are
rewarded in KIND. They will rue the day they con- simply individual souled beings who have come to
spired to put down Truth. They have committed KNOW TRUTH AND KNOW THAT WHICH IS GOD.
CRIMES against
Do you not see how WORTHY is this testing? What
thevery laws of God better time to TEST the Truth of God than at ChristAND STATE. They mas? Upon what do you place your LIFE ETERNALhave lied. cheated, on a Christmas tree bauble or upon the IDEA MANIFEST BY THE THOUGHT OF L~GHTEDGOD? Read1 stolen and
themselves in the ers, it is time for YOUR REFLECTIONS AND YOUR
' very courts of the CHOICES for the short years ahead in your counting
Land set forth to will TRY YOUR SOULS TO THE BREAKING POINT!
bring "justice". It matters not WHO brings the WORD-IT ONLY
JUSTICE CAN MATTERS THAT "THE WORD" BE TRUTH. Even if
PREVAIL IF WE the WORD presented be LIE, YOU MUST GROW AND
is considering timeBUT HOLD THE LEARN ENOUGHTO CHOOSE CORRECTLY, MOVE
sharing the other
COURSEF0RT"I'E IN TRUTH, AND DISCARD THE LIE.
E V
I
L
So what of such things as "Hale-Bopp"? What
INTENT1 ONED about such things? You continually ASK. Go study
TURN that which has been offered IN TRUTH before now and
WILL
UPON THEM- you will HAVE truth-not opinion and speculation.
SELVES, SUCK The TIME OF THE LORD IS AT HAND!
INTO
THEIR
By the way, the time of the Lord is ALL TIME.
TRAPS THE ONES What you have as a measure in a sensing universe are
TO the "signs" which God has given you to KNOW. This
WILLING
FORFEIT TRUTH must move beyond speculation and opinion of whoever
AND HONOR FOR is considered an expert on any given day-it must be in
SENSING AND TRUTH and REALITY of expression and not in your
D E S P E R A T E confused world ofchaotic illusion. When the adversarial
MONETARY AND presentation of Evil (opposite of God "good") literally
R E V E N GE F U L controls in total unbalance, a world, then it is time to
s TRUTH that mankind might CHOOSE his
"WINNINGS". I set t h i n ~ to
really do not believe directicaal flow. Nothing is destroyed-only changed.
. Mclfor40kflotp& And, through the changing of perception of sensing

[END OF QUOTING]
Did Chief Okilo gain this great wisdom and insight
AFTER he became CEO and President of USP? Did he
recognize TRUTH and resource before he moved from
Afric,\ to Virginia, U.S.A.? Does that make him a
plagiarist if he utilized Walter's insightful offerings
w h ~ c hWalter, himself, said must be offered to all
mankind? Well, you can't have it all ways, readers.
There is actually only one concept at play here and it is
TRUTH. Can you copyright Truth? Can you copyright
a factual "happening" or knowledge which is abundantly proven all around everywhere to everyone? Are
nbt some of the above phrases plagiarized by Chief
Okilo from Walter's writings and penned explanations? Does somehow being an officer in USP make
Melford Okilo an OWNER of this Truth-except for
self?

Will the world be protected from the damaging and

1

1
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man comes the end results of a change of ACTION
which represents the "motion" of energy utilized or
presented. When Man knows God, he will move in the
direction TOWARD GOD and cease his evil directional
flow. "Evil" as a term is simply "that which moves man
away from God". In "meaning" expressed any other
way it is simply a redefinement of speculating Man as
it is utilized at any given "time" in common usage.
Holocaust, for example, does not have attached the
meaning as first defined in your dictionaries.
The most important thing to remember is that EVIL
beings will utilize the very labels, and identities, of that
which is perceived as GOOD by the masses, change the
definition, and FOOL YOU INTO ACCEPTING THEIR
LIES. "Making Love" is one of the major examples.
That term does NOT mean LOVE-it refers to sexual
interchange which is a major downfall in the conceptual mind of man. Making "sex" interplay is the
epitome of misuse of God's greatest creative tools for
degradation and sensual limitation. More HATE is
expressed in the sexual interchange than is ever apportioned to LOVE. LOVE cannot be measured in SENSUAL physical sensing although sensing emotional
expression can be a fleeting recognition of Soul "emotional" being.
By the way, good buddies, Love can ONLY be
expressed in giving and then in REGIVING. LOVE IS
NEVER 'TAKING'. You CAN "receiven or "accept"
love but you cannot TAKE it. Until you can realize that
ALL men, ALL things, ARE CREATIONS OF GOD'S
WONDROUS AND WHOLE MIND, you cannot have
LOVE in its reality for, again, LOVE IS GIVING AND
REGIVING. Until you can GIVE unto ALL things and
ALL beings, you CANNOT KNOW GOD. Sad? Perhaps. However, to KNOW GOD it becomes the most
wondrous glory of any imagined expression or emotion.
And guess what, readers: in the REALIZATION OF
THIS TRUTH, you can give and regive LOVE until you
become CO-CREATOR with HIM, THAT WHICH WE
CALL GOD. Therein will also come the full realization of the DIVINITY of man-which in turn, IS God.
An insightful speaking came from a man identified
as Edwin Markham:
There is a destiny that makes us brothers. None
goes his way alone. All that we send into the lives of
others comes back into our own.
Well, readers, and here I might example Dharmaa lot of very nasty things have been sent against her by
many and therefore of all things KNOWN to her-those
same things will go rushing back against those "adversaries" at LEAST in a measure of TENFOLD. And,
readers, SHE doesn't have to do more than continue in
her stance and actions as a KNOWING reflection of
TRUTH. Does it make the journey all fun and games?
No, because with each attack comes the desire for

reaction-not response. The physical consciousness stand into infinity and the lies, of necessity, within that
grows so weary of the constant bombardment-but
very Universal Law, will FALL. Therefore, it remains
within, at level of Soul, it is the proving of the belief logical, which "requires wisdom andperception ",that
held in the first place and the recognition of the true the LIARS SHALL FALL! Therefore, if in any circumSERVICE is confirmed for God also said it would be stance you stand on Truth and Right then the opposithis way. Serving HIGHER CAUSE does not make the tion, standing upon a foundation of LIES, shall topple.
physical sensing entity necessarily comfortable. It And furthermore, that enemy will topple in the perfecDOES, however, OFFER A PEACE BEYOND DE- tion of proper SEQUENCE OF EVENTS. Is it "time"
SCRIPTION AT THE LEVEL OF SOUL UNDER- that matters, or "event"? May you think clearly that
you may learn the difference. Is it as important WHEN,
STANDING.
Out of all of this perceived negativity CAN COME for example, I make myself known in physical reality,
the very awakening of MANKIND into the TRUTH OF as THAT I DO SO WHEN APPROPRIATE7 Is it impolMnt
HIS OWN BEING, HIS OWN CREATION, HIS OWN %henn my ship is present-or that it IS present7
The fact of God cannot be held by any MANIS-NESS, Is that not some kind of worthy fulfillment
of mission? In that wondrous perceived moment of because MAN is the possession of GOD in reflected
REST can come rest anduntil that happens there is only CREATION. Try to hold the rights to Truth and you
movement toward, or away from, SOURCE. Would have already LOST-no matter how many copyrights
YOU not rather be moving toward God than away from you use to limit distribution of that TRUTH. You can
God? This is defined simply as good or evil and only ONLY COPYRIGHT, in reality, a LIE. Copyrights are
the limitations placed on TRUTH as censorship IN ITS
perceived by God through INTENT.
Now let us look at JUDGEMENT! We can example .HIGHEST FORM. Either ALL can use TRUTH or there
this one also as through something currently in point: is NO TRUTH in the perception, of the topic, by the
What about George Green? What about him? Is it not claimant. GOD OFFERS TRUTH TO ALL; MAN
wondrous that it is none of our business what about LIMITS, FOR HIS OWN GAIN, INFORMATION.
I hope that this will be shared with Chief Okilo. It
him? His direction is none of our business except as it
impacts our own beings. His intent and recognition of is time to make connections with his brothers across the
bad or good is between himself and GOD-which actu- seas for it will only be that through taking and making
ally brings "judgement" of SELF. The lessons to be connections can we accomplish a renewal and reballearned are many but the judgement of ACTIONS had ancing of this PLACE upon which God has given us to
best be a basis of your discernment. If a being presents experience. It is the sequence of confrontation of the
negative and destructive actions in the form of lies, highest levels of Good and Evil INTENT upon your
cheating, stealing, etc., then that is certainly measured place and, yes indeed, there is an equally strong evil
in definition as "evil" and, if intentional, it necessarily element in the physical expression. There is NO EVIL
becomes EVIL INTENT. I have no wish or RIGHT to in the Universal SPACE WITHIN GOD. Interestingly
judge the man--ONLY THE MAN'S ACTIONS as enough, however, there is ALWAYS GOD CREATOR
PRESENT IN THE MOST EVIL OF PLACES AWAITrelate to or from, TRUTH.
Doris might, and does regularly, say: "But there ING THE TURNING ON OF THE LIGHT. EVIL AND
was no choice.. ." No; every DECISION is a CHOICE, MANKIND TURN FROM GOD-GOD TURNS FROM
even unto the next choice of breath intake or outgo. NO ONE OR NO THING.
Beloved friends, there is simply nowhere to m n and
Doris can CHOOSE whether or not she will hit one
more keyboard symbol and quite effectively silence no place to hide-FROM LIGHTED TRU1 H OR
me-from this keyboard-until another willing typist LOVE-OF GOD. Moreover, YOU ARE GIVEN TO
sits to use the keyboard. They will, however, have to KNOW WHEN YOU BREAK THE LAWS OF GODknow how to "touch type" because there are no longer FOR ANY EXCUSE. However, with acceptance of
letters for identification and this is many such key- recognition of Truth and Knowing, you cannot go back
into UNKNOWING and therefore every action withOUT
boards worn away by her fingers.
I repeat that NO MAN CAN HOLD UNTO HIM- the laws of righteousness is an INTENTIONAL action
SELF, TRUTH-ANY MORE THAN HE CAN HOLD AGAINST GOD. THESE are the actions upon which
UNTO HIMSELF, SINGULARLY, THE SUNLIGHT. YOU will base your own judgement of self.
May your Christmas SEASON bear much thought
Even moreso can he NOT accomplish this atrocity
because of some rule of man or constriction of man in and realization as the LIGHT comes forth upon your
a TRUTH OF SOUL. MAN WILL BE WISE WHEN HE places, for the "time" is at hand and so, too, are God's
AS A SPECIES UNDERSTANDS THE DIFFERENCE HOSTS at hand for the awakening events. KNOW IT!
Good morning.
IN FORCE AND POWER! Dharma holds more POWER
in her tiny fingertip than all the FORCE of armies. No,
she doesn't understand it either, but FEAR goes when
realization of tlfis FACT is recognized. And, what, for
instance, will this "dharman do? What she is committed to do-just keep right on into the face of Satan
himself as need be for ONLY the reward of God becomes of any importance at all. There is no REAL
interest in those who fall away or denounce her-for
that is their problem, not hers. It does not mean the
departure of one perceived and claiming to be a friend
"forever" is not painful-it simply is no deterrent to
fulfillment of a given and accepted task. If ones choose
to move away from her or judge her or denounce herso be it, and in that moment of choice to destroy, it
becomes their loss and her gain to no longer have them
as distractors in her immediate mind space.
Would it not be wondrous if on this wonderful focus
on Christmas, something positive and GOOD could be
returned through the courts7 Would it not be marvelous
if RIGHT would prevail even i n a court of
"If you don't learn t o count, you'll
unrighteousness, so that we can move FORWARD FOR
never be a b l e to play
7we&
people, BALANCE is it--glad
Hide-and-seek."
d m h c h g is madatoq f ' it is UNIVERSAL LAW.
Truth cannot be destroyed, it can only temporarily
be hidden in given instances of perception. Truth will
.- .- - - - .- - .

3MvGRAMPA s m WE LFARN m
o
mMIS~-AKFS,
SO LETME TELLWU H W M

r M WHING.*
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Germain: The Lighted Thought
Behind Creator's Overall Plan
Editor 's note: Thefollowing message is by
the Ascended Master known as Violinio St.
Germain, Master of the Seventh Ray (or
Aspect) of Creator's spectrum, the VioletRay
of Transmutation, among the seven great
"Rainb~wMasters~'communicatingat
this time
to help us get through Earth-Shan 's
planetary transitic2 and rebalancing.
In Journal # 7, called THE RAINBOW
MASTERS, Germain says: "I head up the
program for the thrust of the Seventh Ray, for
it is the transmuting ray. I am passionate
about it, unbending regarding its use for
purity, Truth AND FREEDOM-FREEDOM
OF THY GOD SELF, IN THE SERVICE OF
THE THRISTOS, KHICHISGOD-PUREAND
SI.dPtE: GOD FREEDOM EXPRESSED IN
MANIFEST FORM IN THEE AND IN ME ....
"If ye wish to sum the measure of my
e~istencein all prior times, please let it be
said, 'He lived to make men free' ....
"In all my times upon thy place, I have
sought to stand squarely on aplatform of basic
human rights for a responsible, reasoning
public education in the principles of liberty
and equal opportunityfor all. I have efforted
to teach thee ones to espouse your inalienable
DIVINE RIGHT to live life according to your
highest conception of GOD. No right, however
simple or basic, can long be secure without the
underpinning of the Spiritual Graces and the
Divine Law that instills a compassionate
righteousness in the exercise thereof: Always I
have efforted to make thy country a fortress
against ignorance and superstition, where
Christ achievement could blossom, and
devotion to THE ONE could prosper in the
quest for the Holy Truth (Grail)....
' I have ahvays efforted at being an
immortal spokesman for your scientijic,
religious andpolitical liberties. I believe that
humanity shall accept as an axiom for its
conduct the principle for which I have laid
down my life: the right to investigate. It is the
credo of free men-this opporfuniity to try, this
privilege to err, this courage to eqwriment anew.
"We scientists of the human spirit shall
experiment, experiment, experiment, ever
experiment. Through centuries of trial and
error, through agonies of research, let us

experiment with laws and customs, with
money systems and governments, until we
chart the one true course. " j
For more background on this important
group of teachers, the "Rainbow Masters ",
plus earlier writings by them, refer to the
Back Page for Journal ordering information.
12/22/96

GERMAIN

Good afternoon, my scribe. It is I, Germain,
come in the Light ofAton, the One Light. Find
balance, for the frequency shift can, at first, be
a bit annoying to you in the physical.
Let us take up the subject ofLight this day.
You ones have the need for this knowledge at
this time. Knowledge and Truth are not just for
the few, to be secreted away so that they can
control you by keeping you in ignorance of that
which is your heritage.
Your body, your soul, and your mind are
ALL comprised of Light in various stages of
compression. Your body, along with all physical matter, is a functioning electromagnetic
holographic projection of Creator's thinking.
The basic technology for this form of manifestation exists on your planet at this time and shall
be used against those who choose to remain in
ignorance of that which is taking place down
there. These are the holographic projection
devices, that your would-be controllers have,
that use light beams focused together in both
etheric space and physical space in order to give
the illusion of physical substance.
These are merely toys that can be quite
convincing-as you ones were so easily fooled
by the last "comet". Creator uses His Mind to
manifest two aspects of Light that are complementary polar opposites of one another. These
are the Father and the Mother, sexed pairs
comprised of the Golden White Light and the
Silver White Light. Creator combines these
pairs in a dimensional manner that spans some
26 dimensions of Creation in order to manifest
the known universe in a balanced, self-regenerating, and evolving manifestation. Your play
toys use merely four dimensions to manifest
their seemingly real images of light.
Creator has created the universe so that we,
as individual fragments, can explore and come

into knowing of the workings and thinking of
the One who encompasses all. God is a static,
non-moving entity who exists everywhere. All
that you can perceive exists within the One who
created that which you see all around you. Thus
you can see that you, too, have the potential of
existing everywhere, and that "time" and "space"
can actually place no limits on your exploration
of the universe (God's Mind).
Creator sends out these two Rays of His
Creation and combines them in a manner that
will cause them to produce such tremendous
pressures that will actually condense the Light
into matter.
At first, prior to the known universe, there
was a null void that had no vibration or potential-it was nothing. Creator then split Himself
into two, thus manifesting a difference in potential. This rapidly fdled the "nullness" and set
in motion the electric-wave universe that we
have come to experience.
This electric-wave universe was programmed from inception to expand, propagate,
and regenerate itself in such a manner that this
very Creation would evolve as an entity all its
own. Thus you have a LIVING Universe that
could be viewed as God manifest. This Living
Universe was given a consciousness. This consciousness is what many refer to as God. Creatorfcreation is that which split into the two
polar pairs and set the entirety of that which we
refer to as God into motion.
As this Universe grew and expanded Its
awareness of that which It is, It too came into
the awareness ofthe Laws ofcreation, and split
of Itself, and gave forth individual assignments
to these self-maintaining energy-thought projections. Thus came into being the Conscious
Souls that you and I are.
From this explanation you have a basic understanding of the history of your universe, as
well as of your consciousness, coming into
being. From the vast nothingness came all that
is. This awesome "nothingness" is what we
refer to as The Creation, in your language, for
there are no other words to describe that which
is indescribable. To truly understand this you
will need to FEEL the basic Pulse of the Universe that is, in itself, the very Pulse of Creator/
Creation. This Pulse exists outside of the re-
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strictions of time. and space and permeates the
entirety of every dimension. This is, in effect,
the inter-connectedness of ALL.
You each have within you the potential to
experience this form of creating, but only
after you have proven that you can be
RESPONSIBLE for that which you create.
This is why you are where you are, on this
day, experiencing one of the various densities of that which Creator has created for
you-so that you can come into understanding of how your thoughts and actions affect
the entirety of Creation.
Down there you have a condition, usually
referred to as karma, and also known as the
"laws of cause and effect". This is a condition
that you each agreed to, prior to participating in
the growth experience that you now find your, self working within. This condition states that
you shall have to balance out that which you
have caused to be unbalanced. This goes for
thoughts as well as actions. When you can learn
to balance these conditions of unrest, you will
have graduated from that school and you will
move on and help others learn this same lesson.
You have ones down there who simply refuse
to accept that any of their thoughts and actions
affect anything else, other than that which is
there in the physical, in front of them. These
ones are, through their ignorance and dense
state of mcntal compression, the two percent
who control the planet upon which you live.
You may ask, "How could this be?"
The laws of CreatorKreation work for ALL
without prejudice. These "dark" ones have little
or no conscience. They, in turn, will take actions that normal Souled Beings would not
allow themselves to take, for the "Lighted"
ones realize that it is wrong to infringe upon the
rights of another. These two percent of your
population are manifesting tremendous debt
which must eventually be balanced out-and
they realize it not.
These ones shall not be allowed to continue
forever in their ignorance. Creator shall, at
some point, recall that which He has created,
and balance out, in a responsible manner, that
which He, Himself has allowed to persist. Prior
to this recalling unto Himself, these ones shall
be given every opportunity to come into the
recognition of that which they are doing. Some
shall wake up to the Higher Reality of that
which they are doing, but many will refuse to
learn and thus shall remain in ignorance.
In the meantime, these ones serve a purpose
for you Lighted ones who need to see BOTH
sides of the coin so that you can learn the
wisdom offollowing God's Laws. According to
the "laws of cause and effect" you cannot graduate from the wheel of reincarnation until you
have balanced out ALL that you have unbalanced. This does not mean that you cannot
work on the other aspects of your growth, but
it most certainly means that you cannot put the
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third-dimensional experience behind you unless
and until you balance that which you have
created in unbalance in the third-dimensional
realms.
You have, at this time on your planet, ones
who are severely misusing the various lightbased technologies that were originally introduced to you by very special Lighted Souls so
that your societies could have the gifts of Free
Energy without the decimation of the planet
with pollution. These technologies work on the
Father-Mother Light principle of creation.
These are the "scalar" technologies that produce energy from the seeming nothingness of
"empty" space. There is no such thing in the
known physical universe as "empty" space. All
space has a frequency and vibration associated
with it. The ignorance about these basic facts,
by the controlling two percent, is what allows
for the possibility of great unbalance to be
unleashed that then has a tremendous impact
on the overall balance of the ENTIRE universe
in which you live.
This sort of misuse (or lack) of knowledge
is unacceptable to the communities that live
conscientiously in the rest of the universe (a
universe, by the way, that you so arrogantly
think you are the center of, or are at some sort
of pinnacle in evolution within) and will not be
tolerated. This type of misuse has caused great
concern for the many who are part of the karmic
connection to your planet, and as well causes
concern about those innocent ones who are, for
the most part, unaware of the existence of such
devices or the enormous impact associated
with them, especially in terms of tampering
with the material of Soul Essence (Light!).
Ones need to come into realization of their
connection to ALL, of every thing everywhere. To truly understand this, you ones need
a basic picture of where you come from and
how you came into existence. This is the reason
that you need these insights-so that you can
make the proper connections and proceed forward in a BALANCED manner that will free
you from thq karmic trap.
Be gratefbl for this and every opportunity
that you have to grow and experience, for it is
The First Law of Creation that states: "Go forth
and experience!" These are the opportunities
to grow and fulfill this basic principle of existing. Seek understanding within the Light, for as
you come closer and closer to the realization of
who you are and the true potential of your
being, you can be sure that the adversarial dark
forces shall increase their attacks upon you and
those around you. Be persistent and know that
when God stands on your side, you have the
ENTIRE universe behind you!
I am Violinio St. Germain come as Cohan
(teacher) of the Seventh Ray of Creator's basic
spectrum. I represent the Violet Ray of Transmutation (change and evolution). Blessings to
you all!

blessed of God. Cuts to the core ofthe nature of man,
yet offers gentle direction filled with compassion
beyond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful
yet, together, they form a team of one. The Masters
offer insight to the planet, our purpose, God's involvement and will, our journey home, the Greater
Vision. The messages resonate as musical chords
within the very soul essence. The words shared
renew hope and give the phrase 'Trust in Godn a
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the physical illusion. By your self-denial you created
leaders over you who would support your "belief" in
separation from Creator, and thus you developed tremendous attachment to physical matter. This accounts
for the same developed attachment to EGO-separate
illusion.
To achieve Spiritual integrity you are required to
BE responsible and accountable for the effects of your
thoughts, words and deeds. In order to be responsible,
you must UNDERSTAND and adhere to he Cosmic
Laws of Balance. You must seek ONENESS and see
UldITY with all, NOT separation, inferiority or superb
onity to anyone or anything. You must become imp=cable in your intent to serve God and The Creation.
You must recognize only ONE WILL, the Will of THE
ONE: CreatorICreation. Then you will gain the Spiritual Integrity of CHRIST perfection and with that your
Power within will became Magnificent.
countable: also responsibleness. 2. That for which one
12/22/96 #1 HATONN
Remember when I, S~IUUI~~,
walked as man upon
is answerable; a duty or trust."
your place I told you, "These things I do, YOU will do
Integrity and respopsibility are inbst delicately in- GREATER." So be it and it is coming to pass, chelas.
MEMORIES. MEMORIES,
tertwined. To achieve utmost spiritual integrity, one
PRECIOUS MEMORIES
I would like to requote something for you to ponder
must fully recognize and understand his responsibili- from our beloved St. Germain: "Your personal power
As Dharma sits to the keyboard this morning there ties; first to God/Aton/Creator Within, and also to the is in direct proportion to the integrity ofyour soul. "
is a wondrous feeling of "It's all fine, Father, I know rest of the lifeforce expression with The Creation. In This one sentence says it all, chelas. Ponder these
that you will not give more than I can bear!" The order to become a spiritually conscious co-creator with things most carefully that you hear Spirit to Spirit and
problem in receiving personal attacks, readers, is not God/Aton, one must become ONE with living the Cos- not Spirit to ego illusion. This "time", my brethren, is
mic Laws of God! the "hour" of the dawning of YOUR spiritual awakenalwaysthe slings and
arrows that pierce
Creation. One ing. How the Angels of Glory in Heaven Rejoice; for
must realize his Earth Human is preparing for the celebration of ONEthe heart-but the
accountability to NESS and BROTHERHOOD within GOD'S HOLY
fear that what one
the Great Spirit Kingdom. Be at Peace as is the springtime flowering of
stands for will somewithin him. He this time. Enjoy the radiance of Our Father's Creation
how be damaged by
must become im- before you. Salu.
the attacks. This can
peccable (free
only be true if what
from error, fault,
ye stand for is not
[ENDOF QUOTING]
or flaw) regarding
Truth. Truth spoadherence to CosIs this worthy of pondering or is this perhaps
ken, even by the Samic Law. And to already spoken by ones other than Walter Russell, Jesus
tanic Big Boy himgain
cosmic Christ, Doris Ekker or???
self, is not lessened,
- St. Germain
power, he must beit is simply harder to
Let's look at another one:
define.
come spiritually
I am going back
complete, unim[QUOTING:]
to some writings by the Teacher recognized as your paired and sound of character, which is the state of
6/25/91 SANANDA
"Jesusn whom we call Sananda. It will give you com- being called integrity.
fort, especially you who think you have blundered badly
Now in order to become impeccable in your integin your choice of printings and/or messages which are rity, one must BE responsible by listening to Spirit
GIVING IS EFFORTLESS WHEN
now considered to impinge on another's PROPERTY within about "right" and "wrongm--oras I prefer to call
YOU TRULY GIVE OF SELF
and that for which we DARE not, in the face of COURT it: balanced or unbalanced-thinking and behavior.
CONTEMPT brought by our very brothers, speak of or Each of you have the KNOWLEDGE within with which
Greetings, precious D. I AM Sananda. I come in
share.
to be responsible in every thought, word and deed. You service to Holy GodlAton of LIGHT, LOVE and
Please read all the way through these writings and need only LISTEN carefully and ask GodtAton within KNOWLEDGE. Thank you for your attention, my
see what you can discern, what actions to JUDGE, and to help you recognize your error, instantly, when you precious chelas.
see how this could possibly bring pain to any "other", make one. It may not always be pleasant to become
If you will remember the lessons given forth reand more especially to ones who CLAIM THE SAME instantly accountable for your misdeed or misthought, cently of Germain and Hatonn, Germain spoke of the
BELIEFS.
. but if you pay careful attention, you will find that you nature of God. Specifically, I am referring to GIVING
will seldom if ever repeat the same error. You will find and REGIVING which is God. You may see it here
[QUOTING:]
that the careful attention to and recognition of your upon Earth (Shan) as birth and rebirth such as of the
inner guidance, instantly, is well worth the temporary natural seasons which you call Winter, Spring, Sum5/23/91 SANANDA
inconvenience of discomfort to your "altered" ego.
mer and Fall. All Creation falls within the cycles of
So by requesting God/Aton within to show you the giving and regiving life.
error, immediately, He will also show you the balanced
WHY PERSONAL INTEGRITY
Only Hu-man (Higher Universal Man) is given the
REQUIRES
thought, action, or deed with which to reclaim your choice through his free will about whether he will
impeccability of Spirit. Why can it be seemingly so cooperate in the cocreation process of giving and
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
easy to recognize error? Because, chelas, you ones regiving, or he will "develop", through his compressed!
Greetings, my brethren. I AM Sananda. I come in have made essentially THE SAME errors over and over limited senses of monitoring EFFECTS, ways to maniputhe service of GodJAton of Light. Greetings, precious again. Lifetime after lifetime now you have chosen to late, dominate and conquer Nature to suit his spirituD. Let us begin, please.
be irresponsible and remain spiritually ignorant. You ally-ignorant means.
This day I will discuss the meaning of INTEGRITY already KNOW and can distinguish between that which
Only Man through his adversariallprimitive
and how it relates to and is integrated with RESPONSI- is balanced and unbalanced thought and behavior; you misdirection chooses to take from Nature without reBILITY. Let us first define, integrity: "1. Uprightness simply have forgotten you KNOW.
gard for balance and harmony of ALL within Creation.
of character; honesty. 2. The condition or quality of
When you separated yourself from the Great Spirit
The resounding EFFECTS of Earth Man's
being unimpaired or sound. 3. The state of being within you, which fully contained your being as far as adversarial TAKING behavior is clearly represented
corttplete or undivided. "
perfect guidance and knowledge, you became spiritu- upon your plane at this time... although Man'has only
Now we will define, responsible: "I. Answerable ally powerless. When you worshipped in separateness just begun to realize HIMSELF as the CAUSE of this
legally or morally for the discharge of a duty, trust, or and therefore OUTSIDE your being for guidance, you unbalance.
debt. 2. having capacity to distinguish between right DENIED the Spirit within YOU its full creative potenIt is always a struggle to take, even if it is only
and wrong. 3. Involving accountability or obligation. tial. And because you felt no longer responsible for that perception of physical "things", simply because the
Responsibility: 1. State of being responsible or ac- which you manifested, you became your own slaves to soul is left empty, for your immortal soul is not en-

Integrity, Responsible Giving
' 33
And The "Karrn~c Boomerang
"Your personal power
is in direct proportion to
the integrity of your
soul."
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riched and replenished through "taking" of life and
physical conquering ofanother or Nature. Only through
KNOWLEDGE of giving of self, without emotional
strings attached, will your immortal soul be lifted from
Earth physical attachment and compression.

ONE, GODIATON.
The question now is to self. "Are you ready to
release the adversary?" If so, then ALL of your TRUST
and FAITH must be directed toward GOD who exists
within YOU. Therein will your freedom from the
bondage of limited-physical adversarial perception be
earned. Did you read that clearly? YOU WILL EARN
YOUR UNITY BY ACCESSING THE KNOWLEDGE
OF GOD WITHIN YOU. And your "proof' will be
forthcoming through FAITH and the return of your
Free-will to GOD. For your "proof" of God's existence
and "coming" will be revealed WITHIN YOU! FOR
THERE IS WHERE EXISTS THE KINGDOM OF
GOD... WITHIN YOU!!

W H A T IS
"NO STRINGS A T T A C H E D " G I V I N G ?
In order to give effortlessly, the knowledge has
been gained that it is one's expression of God Divine
LOVE which is ultimately being given. The fulfillment of true ego-selfless giving is immediate and not
dependent upon perceived physical acceptance of same
by the receiver. Although one who is a selfless giver
will also be a most gracious receiver or returned LOVE
to himself.
Are you beginning to understand, precious chelas?
God working through you will ALWAYS BE FULFILLING YOU through His giving and regiving of
LOVE.
Those of us who serve HIS DIVINE LIGHT OF
LOVE,could not be very effective "guides" to you, our
brethren, if we gave up on our outpouring of LOVE to
you simply because so few "accept" what we give. This
is the measure of your spiritual maturity, precious
ones. That you can give and regive without emotional
attachment or suffering to self. Giving and regiving
Love is effortless when it is continuous, and measured
outcome of "success" does not dissuade one from selfless Divine God-GIVING and REGIVING.
The NEED for LOVE giving is great upon your
plane and that i s why the focus of many ones from the
HIGHEST levels of God's Kingdom is upon you. This
does not mean that ones of us don't become rather
passionate in our concern and compassion for you, our
struggling little brothers. We, too, have our lessons of
KNOWLEDGE earned through our service to God
through our service to Earth Human.
You ones have no idea how often ones of us, who
work closely with you, want to DO something more
than COSMIC LAW will allow us to do. Many ones of
us have petitioned to GOD and He clearly has defined
that which we may and may not do to remain in His
service. The difference between us, of higher experience, and you of Earth physical compression, is that
WE KNOW THE LAWS OF GOD AND CREATION
and our Spiritual Integrity of SERVICETO THE HIGHEST ONE will not allow us to break THE LAWS.
Just as a parent with a child who is stumbling and
learning to walk feels compassion for his child who he
knows must do it on his own with only loving guidance,
we too must observe and guide you ones without interfering and DOING it for you, for then we only serve
ourselves in our impatience to "hurry" along your
growth. The progress of your growth, however "long"
it takes, is between YOU and GOD. Interfering in that
process is FORCE and FORCE is not of GODIATON!
ALLOWING F O R C E IS
N O T OF G O D

So you may be thinking, "What about the Adversary?" The Adversary definitely seems to "force" his
way into domination. DOES THE ADVERSARY REALLY "FORCE? Think about this, chelas.
The adversary definitely lies, cheats, and intimidates, but does heforce his way into existence here?
The adversary can kill the body physical to further its
means. So where does the adversary get its power? The
answer, chelas, is from YOU! You have "allowed" the
adversary to intimidate you, and when you become
"afraid" you give your adversary your GOD-POWER.
He controls you through your perceived "separation"
from GOD. And the only reason you are still upon this
3rd dimensional plane is because you have BELIEVED
THE LIES AND DECEPTIONS OF THE ADVERSARY WHILE YOUR GOD-GIFTED SOUL HAS
PINED AWAY FOR RE-UNIFICATION WITH THE
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CAUSED BY MAN.
YOU DESIRE GOD'S MERCY AND FORGIVENESS? THEN YOU MUST PETITION GOD WITHIN
YOU TO GUIDE, PROTECT AND SUSTAIN YOU
WITH LOVE AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE POWER
OF YOUR WILL AND HIS WILL AS ONE!
God IS ALL-FORGIVING MERCY. So then.
chelas, forgiveness and mercy must begin with Self
since that is where GOD resides.
The adversary will dissolve in its power when
confronted by the Divine Holy Power of GOD WITHIN
YOU! WHY? Because EVIL is an illusion developed
and sustained by MAN. God's Love, Light and Knowledge is ALL that exists. YOU each are fragments of
HIS divided thinking. THERE IS NO SEPARATION
OF GOD AND WE OF HIS THOUGHT FRAGMENTS,
$0 W H A T A B O U T
"GRACE" G I V E N OF G O D ?
EXCEPT THROUGH THE BELIEF OF SEPARATION
EMBRACED BY LIMITED HUMAN SENSING PERGrace is the quality of God of Giving and Regiving CEPTION. So be it.
Love. Let us define Grace, "1. Beauty or harmony of
Y O U M U S T SEEK
motion, form or manner. 2. Any attractive quality. 3.
Service freely rendered; good will. 4. The act of
TO K N O W GOD W I T H I N
showing favor. 5. Clemency; mercy. 6. Theology;a.
Only through KNOWING that which is GOD will
The love of God toward man. b. The divine influence
you KNOW GOD WITHIN ALL. How can you KNOW
operating in man.
Mine scribewatched with some amusement a "Chris- GOD? BY YOUR DESIRE TO KNOW GOD will HIS
tian" TV Minister on the yesterday. He was speaking Kingdom be revealed within you. He awaits your
about his perception of God's "Grace". He said words sincere petition of recognition and acceptance of HIS
to the effect, "You need do NOTHING to receive God's WORD within you. Your song of LIGHT resounds with
Blessings and Grace." (Sounds a bit like the "just BE" GOD'S KNOWING and you will dance and sing HIS
philosophy of many New Agers, does it not?) "We presence in co-creation as ONE WITH GOD AND ALL
humans believe we must "work" to earn God's Grace. THAT IS.
"In all that I AM, Father, NOT my WILL, ONLY
This is NOT true. We must accept CHRIST as our
Savior. HE has taken our burden for us." There is the LET thine will be done." And so it is.
Thank you, precious D., for your service. I AM
catch, Christ has taken responsibility FOR YOU! Do
you see how deceptive the adversary is? "God will take Sananda, ONE with GOD within Creation. I am muat
care of you. You need do nothing.
You are not responsible. Christ is
your Savior".. . ad nauseam!
I am not YOUR savior. YOU are
your Savior. And the good news is
YOU will EARN your way into
GOD'S Grace by standing responsible for selfand obeying THE LAWS
OF GOD/CREATION. It is really so
simple, chelas. You see, GRACE
also is a wondrous quality of EFi
USIN'
FORTLESS
GIVING
AND
REGIVING BY GOD!

HBU, 8EW

'Em

CERYMSIANDWEYIWR

WHAT A B O U T
"MERCY"?
1will first define Mercy, 1. Kind
or compassionate treatment of an
adversary, prisoner, etc., in one's
power. 2. A disposition to be kind,
forgiving, or helpful. 3. The power
to show mercy and compassion."
Remember this carefully, chelas,
GOD is all-compassionate LOVE and
MERCY. It is the adversary who
seeks punishment and is absolutely
merciless! You who have allowed
yourselves to be ruled by the adversary WILL PUNISH SELF AND
BLAME GOD EVERY TIME!
It is only a spiritually ignorant
being who will seek punishment of
self for perceived errors. Errors are
EFFECTS of dis-eased thinking;
NOT ever are errors caused from
GOD-KNOWLEDGE.
ONLY
THROUGH THE MISUNDERSTANDING AND MISINTERPRETATION OF THE PHYSICALLY
COMPRESSED SENSES AND
BLIND DEFIANCE OF THE LAWS
OF GOD/CREATION ARE ERRORS

Adrian Raeside, Victoria Times-Colonist
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pleased to be of service unto you, my precious brethren
of Earth Shan. Walk together in Absolute Love, Unity
and Peace and KNOW Always Our Father walks with
you. Salu.

GOLD! She also kept the BOOKS and did a lot of
"creative accounting", NOT THE LEAST OF WHICH
WAS PAYING OUT SOME $1.50 (according to the
printer in Denver, CO) for journal volume printing and
then charging the Institute $3.50 each.
[END OF QUOTING]
DOyou see how easilyyou slip back into the clutches
ofthe very adversary You claim to work against? What
Now, what do you think about that? Dharma will happen to sweet child Desiret? That is up to her,
received a pretty good message? What exactly DO YOU isn't it? But that is not the question in point HERE.IS
THINK ABOUT IT?
THEMESSAGEABOYEREcEIWDANDPRINTED,
Well, let me consider what this is about. This was CORRECT? Then, readers, it doesn't matter a whit
a FOREWORD for a journal, A NOW BANNED, jour- about WHO received it!
nal. It was called I and My Father Are One. Now, I
The focus might well be better trained toward the
have to ask you: Is this plagiarism? From WHOM is original problems. Green was the PUBLISHER and he
this plagiarized that causes it to be forbidden informa- said he KNEW Timothy Binder from all his seminars,
tion for public flow in order to NOT damage a Univer- etc. He also always got in touch with such as Eustace
sity? And do I think that somehow I will "get Dharma Mullins, to clear permission to utilize material. HOW
or Doris OFF" by simply stating her name as D.? No, DID US&P AND TIMOTHY BINDER somehow get
I don't "thinkn anything about it other than perhaps the missed?
need for everyone to LOOK AGAIN AT TRUTH!
Also note that everything c e t o an explosion
The facts are, readers, that if you have a set of those after GEORGE GREEN spirited ecretly away the
banned books you will find some interesting things Overton GOLD COINS. He then produced letters
within the pages whichmight just surprise you-again! which were not even related to the shipments, showed
The facts are that the adversarial team of Green, et them to Desired and pronounced that it covered the
al., Binder, et al., DEMANDS to throw Doris into JAIL "small amountsn Dave had sent and no more was conand give her terrible and massive FINES to punish her sidered FOR A WHILE. Then DEFENSE lies took over
for printing US&P (Russell's) material. Is this, above, and so it is usually that way-to hide one's indiscreRussell's private property? Well, the facts ARE: the tionsandcontinue toHOLD ONTOTHE GOLD. THAT
"D." stands, not for Dharma, but for uDruthean. Oh? GOLD IS STILL THE PIVOT POINT OF ALL OF
And SO what? Well, Druthea is also knownas DESIREE THESE CASES-EVERY ONE OF THEM. George has
GREEN, the wife of one George Green!
done everything in his power to suck into the death
Shall we just toss Desired into the dungeon as well trap, Ekkers, while at the same time trying TO PREfor speaking "for" Sananda (Jesus Christ)? Is this VENT DESIRE& FROM TESTIFYING OR EVEN
message somehow ridiculing Christ OR somehow dev- SHOWING UP IN A COURTROOM AND HAS THUS
astating the standing of US&P, or one Timothy Binder, FAR BEEN SUCCESSFUL-HASN'T HE?
F O W E R President of that organization?
This game is about OVER, readers, for I intend to
I a.ould also say that the very books George Green see to it that "through the Grace of Godn the Ekkers
claims to "only" use are ones written and therefore don't have to continue to be blamed for something they
owned by Desired? Those are the Operator-Owner 's have actually been instrumental in "savingn for YOU.
Manual, etc. How strange that those are listed as
The adversarial team is now PROVEN and it is all
Phoenix journals, and "In chose the TITLE.
DOCUMENTED and verified as to conspiracy, crimiWhat is Grace? What is, what is, what is ... (???) nal cover-up, criminal conspiracy, unethical and crimiWell, here it is above, well defined right from the nal presentation IN COURTS OF LAW, lying, cheating, and actually stealing--even things from court
dictionary at Druthea's fingertips.
Now, could Desired know ALL about the things records! You have a judge, Jason Brent, who was going
done by George? No, I certainly DOUBT it. However, to give up his practice to "GET THE EKKERS", basiSHE CERTAINLY KNOWS ABOUT THE OVERTON cally, if it took the rest of his life to do so. Except, of
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course, he needed hundreds of thousands of SSS from
Green, ~ o r tet
, al., AS A RETAINER-~O BUILD
WAR CHEST^. Don't you THINK we have THAT
DOCUMENT? you know, readers, right after telling
in deposition that he had nothing to do with Greenl
Isn't it also funny that THAT JUDGE said there was no
reconstruction hearing on one occasion when TAPES
WERE TAKEN FROM THE FILE and a r m m c t i o n
hearing was held to REPLACE THE INFORMATION.
Ah, but the partner, Horn, had erred and MADE FULL
NOTATIONS OF THE EXACT HEARING-DURING
THAT ORIGINAL HEARING.
And then there came the period of time &er the
books were in the Court's holding that both Brace
Methven AND scott Tips (who had no release from
Ekkers) tried to get those books released FROM THE
COURT AM) THROUGH THE us&p ATTORNEY.
Green had already publicly stated that "Yeah, I have
them back, the court didn't even want them..." He also
CONTINUED, WITHOUT STOPPING, SELLING
THOSE AND OTHER "JOURNALSn HELD BY HIMSELF AFTER A COURT ORDERED THAT HE NOT
DO SO. HE WAS ALSO TO GET INSURANCE ON
THE VOLUMES HE HOLDS, SOME 110 THOUSAND
HE SAID IN COURT (only to next, in another court,
claim there were only at most 49,000 and those were
Desired's). He got no insurance as ordered; he couldn't
or wouldn't even give addresses of where he stored
them, and we found them to be stashed in an empty gas
station garage. Where are they now? Well who knows!
It is, however, now that the court would like to know.
And what happened to all those PLEIADES CONNECTION [series] volumes? Well, they were taken by
US&P-SO, MR. BINDER, WHERE ARE THOSE
BOOKS? You wanted them BURNED? Did you do
that? Is it not a bit sad when nine volumes (titles) of
Truth are burned-IN AMERICA, U.S.A. yet? And If
EVERYTHING in the volumes was plagiarized (with
full credit always given when referring to Walter
Russell), how could you have some two thousand pages
come from two volumes, one from about circa 1927-29,
of only some 200 pages maximum?
U~

IS THERE SOMETHING WRONG
WITH THIS PICTURE?

Well, gentlemen, go right ahead with your petition
to throw the terrible Ekkers into a
~brF3
dungeon-for I'm sure the world
BoluNb.
has reached the level of MISUNDERSTANDING wherein a 65year-old couple who speaks and
writes truth, and a paper crew who
inadvertentlyprints some document
of TRUTH, is considered a heinous
criminal along with the murderers,
robbers, and rapists. Yes indeed, it
should, Sirs, teach the world a lesson l
And just how do you think the
PEOPLE will think of these
COURTS? How will the PEOPLE
think and believe about the UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & PHILOSOPHY, WHO CLAIMS TO
WANT THE TRUTH OF
WmE Sa-CAuED U t M W @ W MAN\ESTO
AND GOD TAKEN FORTH UNTO
cww SURELY HAVE BEEN WE OFWLT OF
THE MTURE-LOVIUL~ MR. UCZWJYI L E N THE WORLD AS OFFERED BY
ING
TYPEWRITER
OOTSDE UJWUIGHT,
WALTER RUSSELL?
WHERE 115 KEYS WERE S T N K BY
Merry Christmas, chelas!
FINGER-TIP ScLED METEOPS.
I
I
"You've come a long way, Baby!"
; ,/
May your dreams be filled with
sugar-plums and Satan Claws along
with Father Time who trips by on
New Year's Day. Who IS this "grim
I
reapern? Ah, and won't you just
love it when you find out just how
' bad THIS YEAR is going to be?
Ekkers may well not be having

'

-
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a "greatn Christmas on the surface of their travels-but
within there is nothing but peace and JOY for being
allowed to SERVE GOD and their fellow-Man.
What kind of happy Christmas and expectation do
you think the opposing teams must be having? Evil
players are NEVER happy so what difference does it
make? LOTS. I pray that SOMEONE makes sure
Desired GETS A COPY OF THIS MESSAGE, PLEASE.
SHE HAS A VERY, VERY TINY WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY TO RETURN TO TRUTH AND BE RESCUED AS WITH CATHY O'BRIEN. Oh. and Desire6
is NOT a butterfly of the Monarch variet;? Isn't she?
You don't have to be into a FORMAL programming
through torture, readers, to become ensnared and bound
by evil intentions. Everywhere George has gone, she
has gone also...! Remember: YE SHALL BE KNOWN
FOR THINE ACTIONS AND THE COMPANY YOU
KEEP!
I also wonder how well Mr. Cleary, former Priest of
the Catholic Church of Rome, will testify for Steven
Horn in the face of the BETRAYAL BY STEVEN
HORN? Would it not be nice if these hurting individuals could find their way back to GOD?
I am next going to be asked by the "teamn here if
this goes into the paper or not and if so, when? Any
time you want to run it-today is fine with me. The
GAMES are over and if necessary we will just face the
old judge on his turf but, at some point, HE IS GOING
TO GET HATONN AND NOT SOME LITTLE OLD
LADY FROM PASADENA, AND SO TOO ARE THE
REST OF THE RASCALS!
So. am I somehow warning Chief Okilo? NO.
CHIEF OKILO IS AMONG TI-~EMOST REVERED
AND "IN TRUTH" MEN WALKING AT THIS TIME
ON YOUR EARTH. HE IS GOING TO BE BLESSED
BEYOND THAT WHICH ANY OF YOU CAN IMAGINE FOR HE KNOWS TRUTH AND HE KNOWS
LIGHT AND, HE KNOWS GOD AND THERE ARE
OTHERS A-ROUND THE GLOBE AND FROM HIS
OWN HOMELAND WHO WILL COME FORTH TO
GREATLY BLESS TRUTH.
Walk gently, friends, and if you walk in TRUTH
you will not need sticks and stones to get your point
across!
My mission, readers, is NOT to just attend some
Spiritual attitudes as might well be Dr. Okilo's directed
mission. We have a remnant to get through a trying
time of tribulation-alive, fed, protected and I repeat:
ALIVE. What you do with your SOUL is your business,
NOT MINE. However, the WORD OF TRUTH SHALL
GO UNTO THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE WORLD,
AS PROMISED BY GOD-before the ending of the
"time*. We have not ceased since the day we scribbled
the first message in 1987 IN THIS PLACE. AND,
furthermore, WE ARE NOT ALONE!
GOD ALSO HAS
A PLAN 2.000

Green spoke on the radio a week or so back and said
he was moving to Las Vegas to build a huge development. He said he was personally a multi-millionaire
and that he had "been a part of the government's Plan
2,000 for years." Fine, we hope you have success,
George, because certainly what you need are more
developments in "Sin City" ! What we really would like
to know, however, is: WHAT DID YOU TELL BETTY
TUTEN TO GET HER TO NOT ONLY TRANSFER
THOSE CORPORATIONS AGAIN BUT, IN ADDITION, BECOME THE RESIDENT AGENT FOR THE
THIEVED ONES THIS SECOND TIME? First error:
Unfortunate! Second time: Deliberately criminal actions.
Believe me, we are EAGER to get to court with
these things, so thank you all for your blessings of
arranging that for us.
Good morning and have a wonderful Holiday. May
your harvest be that which you sowed and now come to
the time of reaping.
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An Interesting
Colloid Testimonial
12/12/96 A READER
For your testimonial dept.:
(1) We have one mare who had an abscess in her hoof and her leg was swollen clear up above the knee. I
gave one IM [intramuscular] shot of 4cc Gaiagold, 4cc Gaiacol, Icc colloidal copper, and Icc of colloidal
titanium in the neck. Two days later all infection & swelling was gone.
(2) We have a year-old heifer that kept getting recurrent urinary tract infections. After giving up on
penicillinshotsd2caursesof lOdayseach,Igave lOccd~Id&GaiacolIMinherfanny.Tbatstoppeditjmmto.
(3) This year's little bull calf got a navel infectionthat hung on even after a trip to the vet and 2 different
antibiotics. I gave 5cc of Gaiacol and Gaiagold for 2 days IM in his rear and he cleared right up.
(4) One little Pinzgaur-cross heifer got overeating disease at 2 months. The vet used her as a pincushion
with multi-shots of clostridium. She was still ailing a couple days later so I used a couple IM shots of 4cc
Gaiacol/Gaiagold and she has come through with flying colors.
(5) Our Araucana hen molted and became very dizy and weak and staggered all over. We caught her and
over 6 days gave 2 dropperfuls every other day, via her beak, of Gaiacol, Gaiagold, Oxysol & colloidal titanium & copper. She is fully recovered & healthy now!
(6) A 6-month-old baby had a fever & an earache; on antibiotics for 4 days and got no better. We used
Gaiacol-1 drop in each eaT & 1 dropper each of Gaiacol, Gaiagold, colloidal minerals & colloidal titanium
orally. Better in 24 hours.

Coo
ld
i al Mulli~Vihin1 Miner11 (GAIA VITE) $10 ~ O Z .
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inice? We don't lie about our communion either-we
call it cake and punch and never mind the feasting off
another's body and blood. We call it a party while the
other calls it a ritual to save thine being by the rites of
another's payment IN FULL. You do that which you
will but it would seem a party full of ones who tell the
Truth about it all is far more pleasuring than to be made
Eat all the
EMPTY AND UNTRUTHFI~PROMISES.
crackers you want and drink all the juice you want and
never shall it make it the blood and body of anything or
anyone and most especially that of CHRIST. You clean
up your soul TRUTH if you want passage into the halls
of Christ-Jesus included.
How long do you have to "turn aroundn? As long as
you like but I can promise you it requires a turn around
in intent of mind-not a "now I believe I am on your
ness. But we will find ones who have not betrayed and side... even if I don't fully concur with your leader ..."
have waited, not the ones who sat by while we were So be it. And WHO sets forth a TRUE LEADER? You
pricked and steamed, or those who simply "know it alln. do! I do not become a "leadern by demanding anything.
Management will consist of totally ,fqstworthy, in all I may well have a "commandn and a "missionn but I can
confidences, persons. If you have given YOUR WORD only become a leader when YOU decide my way is the
to the "enemyn set forth to damage us, personally or right way to go. I will walk with you-I am not going
otherwise, you have given the strongest sword of all- to drag you along just because 1know the way and you
but if you have done so, it is also that your word is no do not! If you want rewards from an association with
longer worthy of our note for we have MADE QUITE me or my team then you will prove as much by your
SURE that we do not err against God nor Man. It is the actions-not your speeches. The reason people work
sorting process and if you missed it personally, so too WITH me is that I HAVE PROVEN MY STATURE
is that most sad. Many have earned "retirement" from AND STANCE. What have YOU proven? TOwhom did
the buffeting and struggle-where will YOU be in those you prove it? Oh, but you meant ...?
Why do you think Beam, Green, Horn, Abbott,
wondrous days ahead? I ask that he who has worked
against us and caused us great loss and distraction will Jason Brent, Horton, et al. have put YOUR names in
NOT be among us, for none here shall hold confidence their listings of "to be usedn? It is to betray you so that
in that (those) one@). Remember that INSURANCE is you will be "with them" no matter what you may have
something you purchase BEFORE you need it. After we had in mind! And this is just for openers and concerns
have accomplished our work and set our course-we no only a handful of allies to the adversary. Why do you
longer need the distractor. The time of choosing your think THEY sold such as B. Tuten on a misadventure?
participation with us is now very limited indeed. Fur- To disallow her from being able to reconsider her
thermore, JUST coming here in our midst is NOTHING stance and actions. Now they have caused her to do
to be considered-'tis better you did your JOB where worse unlawful transfers and actions-but she did it of
you were than to come in expectation of great inclusion. her own accord and EACH is responsible for SELF. DO
Now, to tell me this "doesn't sound Godly" to me is you actually think George Green is going to come forth
a chuckle in itself for it is EXACTLY GODLY I I No and "SAVE" Betty Tuten who he set up in the first
wise man, and certainly NOT God, chooses his enemy place? Well, why then, do you think WE SHOULD?
to build his places of glory, for the enemy is the Think about this for this IS the question put to me every
adversary and why would God of all Creation choose day! I have NO REWARD for those who refuse to hear
one who chooses to live in imperfection when there are TRUTH and do everything in their power to destroy all
multitudes who desire nothing more than to move that is decent and righteous and then want US to "help
save themn. You are either "for men or "against men for
toward and into perfection of
Those who sit to the side and ponder hither and yon the time of waiting on the fence is over. I have no
as to what is right and who to believe and become like REWARD of GOOD TIDINGS to those who are
the tennis observer, are never going to reach balance AGAINST ME for if they be against "men then they be
and stability in their courses of travel for they who against that one who sent me-GOD.
Am "In saying that Betty doesn't have a way to get
KNOW (at the least, are presented with) the truth of any
circumstance and choose to wait and watch-will have again "rightn with me? I am saying that she is against
proven the unworthiness of inclusion in one side OR me and I have no wish to have her among my brethren
just as she has every right to have no wish to have ME
THE oTHER.
But you ask, "...and how can 1 tell if my job is among her associates. No more and no less. DOyou, as
available or not?" YOU CAN'T! 1 have even been well, think George Green is going to give her some
asked about a job when it appears the ones are already great rewards for heading up a charge and bankroll for
filled, say as in colioidalizing, just as an example? Let HIS CRONIES andHIS business adventures? He shared
,consider that for aminute; let us focus on colloidalized nothing here whereat he stole from his own corporation
silver for our best example. We have kicked up the and people, including Betty Tuten! Remember it was
frequency to much higher than silver ratios and yet the George Green who went forth advertising "hisn instigovernment plans to take all of those nice things OFF tute and program-Ekkers never left their corners save
THE ABILITYLISTFORYOUTO GET. Therefore we to fight for the property of those who came to share.
will have to move to other choices such as Olive leaf WE HAVE GONE NOWHERE NOR HAVE WE
extracts. You don't know what that means? So be it. CHANGED ONE IOTA OF THAT WHICH WE SPOKE
Aren't you glad that we do have a faithful and wonder- IN THE FIRST INSTANCE.
By the way, you can get away with coming here
ful friend with contacts who DO KNOW? We don't
need many to know ABOUT THIS but we may well need possibly with stars in your eyes-but if those symbols
then I suggest you change your
MANY who are willing to go forth to the olive orchard you see are
and pick appropriate leaves. Ah, but THAT may be attitude! And furthermore, your opinions are actually
menial or common labor and "I don't do windows." So no more valid than any others' opinions. Facts are what
be it, ye may also die of plague and those who are among it is about-not opinions-mine or anyone's.
the
dead will sing hymns over your carcass and
spout
DEATH OF SAGAN
about how good a man you were.
When you come to communion at our table is it
Speaking of stars-what think ye about the death of
NOT unwise to come with dirty hands? What makes
you think communion is only bread crackers and grape Carl Sagan? DO you suppose he was too close to

Time Of SortingIs Upon Us
12/23/96 #1

HATONN

THERE IS A SEASON
FOR ALL THINGS
E~icurussaid
credited him centuries
us
"It is not much Our friends'
that
as the conjidence of their help. "
Ah yes, but there is another saying which came
down from Benjamin
'*Be
soto
ciabfeto manyvfamifiar
withfm9friend to Ones enemy
to none. "
Which
it
In the
Of the hounds for
be more 'lever than the
the fox it is quite wise
hounds but
keep a distance between fox and
hound(s). If you are a chicken, for instance, it is
wise
ask the fox hide in your
of
course, he has just eaten one of the hounds.

THANK YOU!
To the friend who
the
work for
yesterday'
we thank you. Dharma is not
have anything of those writings which are in
qdestion,
You
are researching TRUTH
from those things which have been Offered
ANY
are you for through THE
Without
there is
no
no insight,
capab1e
gain- There can be no "ORAL"
communication, observation or, at the least, reference.
GOD IS THE WORD! GOD IS LIGHT!

WAITING AND WATCHING
Another grouping people
we find in?eresting are the Ones who never
llntll a
Wecial event
kind, get a
conversational topic and then proceed to enlighten all present to
their Own great wisdOm-usually making of themthe
this make them less the friend?
Yes indeed. There are
to
get
your
and STAY THERE wherein you have
Truth abiding,
attitudes
"get
is a
game* for you
have
found the
youbetrayed is never gOjng
unto you, EVER agrunto be the same in
If I, for instance, am
businesses in which
you wish participate but
the
I am
you are playing with those who do everything DEmy efforts*it is
than probable that you
*OT have a place in my
it
not be in places
Or management
for you
have proven unworthy of trust Or cOnfigoose
dence. And further, whatever
you
is but a more
than yourself. It is
far
easy find an
who knows
ING of you Or your business
will be diligent and
well-trained for any task at hand. It is also coming,
readers, a time of massive unemployment and that
MANY for each and every job and Ones
have
educated
specific posts in any busi-
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recognition of what is Hale-Be-Bopp? It is TIME you
people stop the silly games and get on with studying up
on the FACTS OF YOUR TIME. Furthermore, it
matters not what "Iwthink about it-WHAT DO
THINK ABOUT IT?
I would like, AGAIN, to reprint the engraving from
a placard sent to Dharma from "Broncowin May 1996:

a sequence for all things to be planted, flourish and bear
fruit. There is a time for recovery from the slings and
arrows of the enemy's bow which strike and pierce the
very beings of our most tender places. It is now a time
of silent and gentle privacy within one's self that
balance .and harmony may flow WITHIN while the
social interchanges are hectic and chaotically ongoing.
You will stay the course only as long as you serve the
balance WITHIN GOD'S LIGHT in the silence of SELF.
At this time of the year with its disappointments,
and its loving interchanges as well, you shall find only
a searching and mostly, failure to find, peace and joy
for all is a charade withOUT self and ONLY you know
your innermost feelings and emotional longings-and
often ye do not recognize them for that which they are.
You still believe in THE great pumpkin Santa Claus to
somehow shower presents and sugar-plums upon you
and all else goes into the shadows of your being-FOR
A LITTLE WHILE. You frantically try to find balance
on an extreme end of the balance bar without anything
on the other end. If, however, you get God on that other
end-HE WILL BALANCE YOU NO MATTER
WHITHER THEE STANDS OR SITS.
Man must WANT GOD; until he pulls himself out
of his blinders he can't SEE GOD, and he will still
depend on that which is sensing illusion instead of the
balanced LIGHT WITHIN his own beingness. 1 am
appreciative to those who also continue in their offering of available stages upon which the players rehearse.
WHERE WILL YOU BE WHEN THE BIG BANG
COMES DOWN? Will ye be alert at your guard post or
will ye be sleeping at your post? Will ye be supping
away your hours or will you be prepared and at READY
for whatever might come to pass? I watch, I wait, for
I have TIME to linger in musing over the things to
come. DO YOU? Or, WILL YOU simply assume that
"Iw will somehow warn you, fill your needs, andlor
snatch you away from your tables and daydreaming to
set your course to straight somehow? How much spelt
have YOU put aside? How many seeds HAVE YOU
planted against the days of famine and plagues? No,
readers, it is NOT my task-I have done my task-I
HAVE TOLD YOU HOW IT WAS, HOW IT IS, AND
HOWIT WILL BE. By the way, your plight is NOT the
Ekkers' problem EITHER. What have YOU given unto
them or me, to make themlme WANT to do anything at
all for YOU? Ah, indeed, some have proven beyond all
outward intent their fellowship and wishes for brotherhood IN THE HARD TIMES and never even refer to the
"easy" times.

THE GREAT INVOCATION
FROM THE POINT OF LlGHT
WITHIN THE MIND OF GOD
LET LlGHT STREAM FORTH INTO
THE MINDS OF MEN
LET LlGHT DESCEND ON EARTH
FROM THE POINT OF LOVE
WITHIN THE HEART OF GOD
LET LOVE STREAM FORTH INTO
THE HEARTS OF MEN
MAY CHRIST RETURN TO EARTH
FROM THE CENTRE WHERE THE
WILL OF GOD IS KNOWN
LET PURPOSE GUIDE THE LITTLE
WILLS OF MEN
THE PURPOSE WHICH THE
MASTERS KNOW AND SERVE

FROM THE CENTRE WHICH WE
CALL THE RACE OF MEN
LET THE PLAN OF LOVE AND
LlGHT WORK OUT
AND MAY IT SEAL THE DOOR
WHERE EVIL DWELLS
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orb? WHO WILL STAND WATCH WITH GOD? So be
it. Who will warn you in your places of holiday and
celebration ofthat whichHAS BUTNEGATIVEMEANING IN THIS DAY OF SHAM PRESENTATIONS?
Are you in celebration of that which will never come to
pass? Will you miss the clarion call of Angel Gabriel?
Will you shroud your mind with wine and glut your
bodies with feasting? Or will you have and hold the
true meaning of fellowship amidst your gatherings and
your families? It is important TO YOU, not to me. Are
you actually saying your last farewells? WHY? Are you
planning a great separation of some kind? Check it out
on your "to dowlist. I will NOT walk in the places of
evil just to keep you company for it is YOU who must
come out of the evil mire and muck-I am not stuck in
it.
Does it matter what you think of ME? Yes indeed1
For I KNOW WHO IAMAND I SERVE ONLY TRUTH
AND GOD AND THEREFORE IT BEHOOVES ALL
TO HEAR ME. It is NOT my business that which you
DO or proclaim for SELF. But it is my business to do
my job and present the TRUTH and then you are on your
own to sink or swim, crawl or fly.
I will close this now and, yes, you can expect a LOT
of these types of reminders in lessons. Let us call them
"review" for the big examination looming before you.
How many will "pass"? Only YOU and GOD knowfor sure1 Not evenuyour hairdresserwknows the answer
to this one! Will you be proud of where you are and
what you are doing when God arrives or will you try to
hide from HIM and wish you were somewhere else
doing something else? What else would you be doing?
It is not my business to reflect on what YOU might be
doing-I KNOW WHAT I WILL BE DOING!
May you always walk and act IN THE LIGHT so
that you never have to say: "I'm sorry Father..." During
this time of the year when emotions are quite superficial it is a worthy thing to give time to meditation in
REAL THOUGHT about yourself and your childrenbe they ideas or humans-for it is a time of "conclusions" in every direction and experience you express.
Will it be a time of drunken wine and wilted roses--OR
WILL IT BE NEW AND WONDROUS WINE AND
LIFE? Will you just leave the choice to the flip of Lady
Luck's coin? That lady is a fickle idea at best!
Stand watch with me, team, for the years of hard
learning have presented you with the moment of TRUTH
and in the unfolding sequence of the days ahead you
shall find the lessons worthy of both the Teacher and
the Students-in such a myriad of ways as to overwhelm the senses. When that happens then perhaps you
will move to the places of SOUL within God that you
H O U R OF DARKNESS
maintain your center within that LIGHTED BEING.
SORTING T I M E
Ours is to steady the boat, brethren, and to bend to
The MASTER once asked his beloved brothers to the oars that we do not be swamped by those things
stand watch through a night of terror and darkness- which will overflow the seas in a great swell and wash
and they slept. Who will stand watch with God in this over the lands. Imminent? Impending? Ah indeed.
Thank you and good morning. Salu.
hour of darkness come upon your wondrously beautiful
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- LET LlGHT OF GOD 'AT0N'Sn LOVE AND POWER RESTORE
THE PLAN ON EARTH

I

I bow before ye who understand and LIVE this
invocation petition unto God. I bend my knees to ye
who serve with this Light within, which bursts outward
from the very soul of SELF. There is a Season for all
things upon ihe Earth-both great and small. There is
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Proven CIA-DEA
Drug Smuggling, Etc,
[Continued f r o m
the United States. Much of the information proving
these crimes against the United States were obtained
by me during the past 30 years, starting while I was a
federal investigator authorized by law to make determinations of federal law violations.
During the past ten years I obtained (during thousands of hours of questioning former CIA and other
deep-cover operatives, often during deposition-like sessions) details and documentation of these crimes that
expanded on the government corruption which I initially discovered as a federal investigator.
The sources shown in the enclosed list (and more
sources are being added), can provide testimony and
evidence during public hearings that circumvent the
congressional and Justice Department coverups that
have continued for decades. I discovered, during the
past 30 years of trying to report the criminal activities, a continuous pattern of congressional and Justice
Department coverups. This practice had made possible
the continuation of the criminal activities that have
and are inflicting enormous harm upon individual
Americans, all Americans, and upon the security of the
United States.
Under federal criminal statutes, these members of
congress have become accomplices in the underlying
criminal activities due to their coverups and obstruction of justice. It is ironical that the same legislators
providing for long prison terms for often relatively minor violations of law are themselves guilty of far worse
crimes with far greater harm to the United States.
Recognizing this long pattern of congressional
coverups, this letter and the attached list of people able
to prove the existence of CIA-DEA drug smuggling and
other crimes is sent with the understanding that you
and other members of Congress will continue the
coverup and obstruction of justice. However, it is hoped
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that the day may come when the American public
learns, and reacts to, what has been done to them over
the years by people in responsible federal positions. I
hope that you and other members of Congress will then
be asked what you knew about these crimes, when did
you know about the charges and the availability of supporting evidence, and what did you do about it. It is
hoped that the people in control of the U.S. Department of Justice will have changed to where federal
criminal statutes, that members of Congress have legislated, be applied to the crimes of coverup perpetrated
by members of Congress (and much of the media).
The complicity in the coverups and obstruction of
justice by most government checks and balances, and
much of the broadcast and print media, has protected
these members of Congress and the underlying criminal activities and participants. However, with the
public's increasing use of the Internet, it is very possible that the public may learn about what has been
done to them, and hopefully, they will respond to their
responsibilities under our form of government.
My efforts to inform and motivate the public to
meet their responsibilities has caused me to publish,
during the last 18 years, three editions of Defrauding
America, two editions of Unfriendly Skies, and the first
edition of Disavow, filing federal actions under Title
18 USC, Section 4, seeking to report the crimes, and
appearances on over 2400 radio and television shows,
including European and Mexican stations.
A copy of this letter and the attached list is being
sent simultaneously to every member of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and a few members of
the House Intelligence Committee.
Stncerely,

Rodney Stich

P.O. Box 5, Alamo, CA 94507
phone: 510-944-1930
FAX 510-295-1203
Author of:
DEFRA UDING AMERICA-Dirty Secrets of the
CIA & other Government Operations
DISAVO W-A CIA Saga of CIA Betrayal
UNFRIENDLY SKIES-History of Corruption and
Air Tragedies
Member
Association Former Intelligence Oflcers (AFIO)
International Society of Air Safety Investigators (ISASI)
Former FAA air safety investigator
E-mail: stich@defraudingamerica.com
L
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cc: Senators John Glenn; Richard Bryan; Bob
Graham; John F. Kerry; Max Baucus; J. Bennett
Johnston; Charles S. Robb; Arlen Specter; Richard Lugar; Richard Shelby; Mike DeWine; Jon
Kyl; James Inhofe; Kay Hutchison; Connie Mack;
William Cohen; Diane Feinstein; Barbara Boxer;
Congressmen Larry Combest; Norman Dicks;
Robert Torricelli; Nancy Pelosi; Maxine Waters.
l?te following pages 23-29 are the actual legal
documents Rodmy StichPIed with the United Stcrtes
District Court, District of Columbia; pages 30-32
q a I some of the evidence and how he plans to
proceed wtth hts Imysutt.
>

NOW AVAILABLE
EXPANDED SECOND EDITION
654 pages

~efrazdngAmerica
by RODNEY STICH

~

One of the most explosive books on the
market for understanding the pattern of
hard-core criminalactivities implicating high
federalofficialsand how it affects the American people. It describes and documents
epidemic corruption by federal officials, and
a pattern of criminal misuse of federal offices against the American public.The contents are supported by a group of former
federal investigators, covert intelligence
agency operatives and contract agents,
former FBI, police, and private investigators, composing a block of whistleblowers.
Among the corrupt activities described
in Defkuding A m e k a are the following:
Epidemic drug trafficking into the United
States.
Role played by the CIA in Savings and
Loan and HUD looting.
Conversion of Chapter 11 courts into a
criminal enterprise.
October Surprise and its criminalcoverup.
The ugly part of the Iran-Contra scandal.
Inslaw, the tip of Justice Department
criminality.
Covert CIA financial institutions dealing
in drug money laundering.
Crooked federal judges and Justice Department attorneys.
Felony persecution of informants by Justice Department attorneys and federal
judges.
Killings and mysterious deaths of informants and whistleblowers.
Schemes to assassinate or remove U.S.
Presidents and presidential candidates.

BOOK REVIEW EXCERPTS ON
DEFRA U D I .AMERICA
Dick Gregory, WOL Radio, Washington &
Baltimore: W e t i n g Anu+lca should
be on top of every Blbl.."
Fletcher Prouty, author of llre Seaet Team
and JFK-'lhe CLQ, V ' i and the PSot to
AssassinateJohn F. Kennedy:"Yourbook i s
great."

Hollywood promotion celebrity, Irwin
Zucker: "A blockbuster.*
John Austin's HIS Features in Hollywood:
UT&
most explosip. book o n the

market."
Israel Book Review: UConsiderableinterest h u been errpresmed in your new publication."
KTAR host kank Banno&.
u1t'8 abook
you can't put down."
Companion book: U@Kendly Sides, a
history of comption and tragedies.
Order by mail or phone. Credit card phone
orders to 1-800-247-7389. Mail orders to
Diablo Western Press, P.O. Box 5, Alamo, CA
94507; or P.O. Box 10587, Reno, NV 89510.
Either D e m n g America or U@kndly
SIcies is $25.00 plus $2.50 shipping.
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RODNEY F. STICH
POB 5
Alamo, CA
Phone: 5 10-944-1 930
Plaintiff in pro se

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

RODNEY F. STICH,
Plaintiff,

v.
UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MOTION TO ALTER-AMEND JUDGMENT
UNDER FRCP 59(e); IN ALTERNATIVE, RELIEF FROM
JUDGMENT UNDER FRCP 60(b); of
JUDGMENT ENTERED 12-10-96;
AFFIDAVIT BY PLAINTIFF
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON
FEDERAL CRIMES INVOLVING CIA
DRUG TRAFFICKING

)
)

Civil Actiot~95-2260 (CRR)

)

I, Rodney F. Stich, the plaintiff in this action, declares:
Plaintiff files this motion under FRCivP 59 on the basis of mistake of law by the district
court, and in the alternative, under FRCivP 60 on the basis of new evidence (attachment "A, ") and
fraud upon the court. The motion is to vacate the judgment filed on December 10, 1996,
dismissing this consolidated action, and permit the federal causes of actions, and the reporting of
criminal activities against the United States, to proceed as provided by statutory and constitutional
law. This court has mandatory non-discretionary authority and responsibility to receive evidence of
government crimes, including evidence of drug trafficking by and under the direction of the

Central Intelligence Agency, with the complicity of high-level federal employees, including those
in the U.S. Department of Justice.

STATUTORY RESPONSIBILITY UNDER CRIMINAL LAW TO RECEIVE
EVIDENCE OF FEDERAL CRIMES AGAINST THE UNITED STATES
Plaintiff has sought to report facts that he discovered as a federal investigator and then as a
private investigator, and to introduce evidence by Ilimself and a group of former CIA and other
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deep-cover assets. The intent of these efforts has been to prove the existence of criminal and
subversive activities against the United States. 1
These criminal activities have been previously described in Plaintiff's complaint, pleadings,
and exhibits. Under federal law2 any citizen knowing of a federal crime is required to report the
crimes to a federal judge, who then has a responsibility under federal criminal statute to receive
the evidence offered. Arguably, judicial refusal to receive such evidence is itself a criminal act
under federal law.3

PATTERN OF JUDICIAL COVERUP AND OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE
Plaintiff has uncovered, and documented in court records, a pattern of federal judges
obstructing justice by refusing to receive evidence sought to be reported by Plaintiff, a former
federal inspector-investigator. These judicial orders constitute a pattern of judicial obstruction, of
justice for which criminal penalties are prescribed by criminal statutes.
The involvement4 of federal judges in this pattern involves federal judges in the district and

I 'Illc cri~lli~l;rl
rctivitics i~~cludc:
(;I) widcq~rc~~d
il~lddcc~lyc11lrc1ic11cd~ ) ~ ~ L E c I Iol'CIA and DEA d ~ smugglil~g
g
inlo Ulc: U I U Stales,
~ ~
by CIA and DEA personnel, aided and abetted by persons in Customs, Justice Department, DEA, and others; (b) converting federal chapter
7 and 11 courts into criminal enterprises through looting of Chapter 1I assets by a conspiracy cc)mutiry of compl federal judga, m,
coves Justice Department and CIA law firms; (d) CIA scheme known as "Oclolwr Surl)riuc." and ils fcbly cc)vcmp; (e) Iwlaw wmp(ion
involving Justice Department personnel and federal judges; (0Operation Mount Rushmore, a CIAIMossad scheme to assassinate Bill
Clinton in San Francisco; (g) criminal coverup and obstruction of justice by Justice Depailment personnel, federal judges, and others, of
each of these and other crimes; (h) felony persecution of informants, whistleblowers, and protesting victims by federal judga and
pm8tCUtoTS.
1 Title 18 U.S.C.
8 4 (misprision of felony). "Whoever, llaving knowledge of the actual commission of a felony cognizable by a court
of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the same to some judge or other person in civil or military
authority u n d a the United States, shall be fined not more than $500 or imprisoned not morc than three ycan. or holh."
Ti& 28 U8.C. 8 1361. Action to eompcl rw officer of the Uuited S b t w to pwfom his duty. '111~dislricl courts shall have original
jurisdiction of any adion in the nature of mandamus to compcl aa officer or employee of Ihc Uniled States or any agency thereof to perform
a duty owed to lhc plaintiff.
Title 18 US.C. # 2. PridpPls. (a) Wluxver u~mnmitsan o t f i against tlw United Slalcs or aids. a h . awmels, commands,
inducu or procum b commistiii~1,is pnidwblc ar a ~witwipl.(h) Wluwcr wilfully w u ail~act lo k dotn: wluch if d i d y pcrfonnod
by him or a m t h w d be an offena against the U~utedSlam. is punisbble as a prilripal.
Nak: Tht iegihtive i a t a to punish as a principal Iwlc inrly imc who J i d y ammilo an uffcuse and onc who "rids. abets, counwlt,
commmds, induces a proatrer" alaolhx kt cornmil m ollcnsc. h a also anyimr: w b cruses tlw doing of an rr<x which if done by him
directiy would rrndot him guilty of an offeare against Uu: United Slam. Case law decisions: R d u n b q v. United SLnKs, 1918, 38 S.Ct.
18,245 U.S. 480,62 LEd. 414, and h l & d &us v. Gilcs. 1937. 57 S.Ct. 340. 300 U.S. 41.111 LEd. 493.
lSUe 18 U5.C. 8 3. Acarroy after the fact. Whoevtt. knowing that a11 uti'enot q a i w the United Slam had ken wmmittcd,
d v c s , nlievee, comforts or assists the offender in cwder lo hinder or pmvc~lchis appduxwiun, trial or punishncnt, is an accessory a l k
the 6d.
Anyone who in any way interferes wid1 the reporting of l'deral crimes. including fderal judges, becomes an accomplice, and guilty of
f e d d gimes: Title 18 U.S.C. ## 1505 (obstructing proceedings before federal courts, to prevent presenting testimony and evidence of
federal offenses); Title 18 U.S.C. # 371 (Co~~spiracy
to mnunit ofl'cnsc against. or to dcliaud. the U r i t d Statcs); lille 18 USC # 1951
(interferena with interstate and international air commerce, and specifically the FAA. NTSB. wrongful acts, and blocking and retaliating
against Stich for seeking to report federal air safety and criminal acts affecting air safety): Title 18 U.S.C. 1 2 (principal); Title 18 USC 8 3
(accessory after the fact); Title 18 USC # 4 (misprision of felony): Title 18 USC Ej 35 (impafling or conveying false information); Title 18
USC 8 2071 (Concealment, removal, of official reports): Title 18 USC Ej 34 (cha~lgingfdcrul offe~lsesto capital offense when death
results); Title 18 USC 8 111 (impeding FAA insper~orsor other federal employees); Title 18 USC 5 1621 (perjury, at FAA hearing); Title
18 USC 8 1623 (subornation of perjury, at FAA hearing); 'Title 18 lJSC 1 1623 (false declarations before federal grand jury).

'
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appellate courts of the Ninth Circuit, in Washington, D.C., and the justices of the U.S. Supreme
Court. This pattern is clearly established by judicial records.
OFFERING ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE OF CRIMINAL AND SUBVERSIVE
ACTIVITIES AGAINST THE UNITED STATES
Plaintiff attaches to this motion a list of 23 people who have knowledge in addition to that
possessed by Plaintiff of the criminal activities. Many of the sources in that list were Central
Intelligence Agency and other deep-cover assets who transported the drugs under orders of their
CIA handlers, or operated CIA proprietary airlines, or handled CIA drug money laundering, often
in liaison with organized crime figures. Their testimony and evidence reveals, among other crimes,
a pattern of drug smuggling into the United States by people acting for the Central Intelligence
Agency and the Drug Enforcement Administration. lncluded in aiding and abetting these criminal
and treasonous acts are employees of the U.S. Department of Justice and the federal judges who
have consistently blocked Plaintiff's reporting of these crimes.
OTHER AREAS OF CIUMINAL ACTIVITIES
There are other areas of criminal activities that have and continue to inflict enormous harm
upon the United States and its citizens, including the massive looting of assets from citizens who
naively exercise the statutory protections of Chapter 11. These criminal activities are defrauding
the United States and destroying the life's assets of thousands of .America. These assets are being
seized by a cabal of federal judges, federal and court-appointed trustees (such as trustee Charles
Duck), attorneys and law firms.
USING SEIZED ASSETS TO FINANCE CIA ACQUISITION OF DRUGS
According to Plaintiff's deep-cover sources, a portion of these seized bankruptcy court
funds were used to finance the CIA'S acquisition of drugs, and included the funds provided by
court-appointed trustee Charles Duck.

The extent of this convoluted and intensive fraud is revealed in the second edition of
Defrauding America, which is an exhibit in these three actions.

-

ADDITIONAL VIOLATION OF STATUTORY AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO 1
FEDERAL COURT ACCESS AND RELIEF FROM GROTESQUE VIOLATIONS OF
2
PLAINTIFF'S CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS AS PART OF SCHEME
TO SILENCE PLAINTIFF'S EXPOSURE ACTIVITIES
3
In addition to seeking to report these federal crimes under the mandatory requirements of
4
federal criminal statute Title 18 USC Section 4, Plaintiff has combined this federal responsibility
5
with actions under the Federal Tort Claims Act, seeking damages for the great personal and
6
financial harm inflicted upon Plaintiff by federal employees. This harm was intended to block
7
Plaintiffs reporting of the criminal activities, and to retaliate against him for seeking to make such
8
reports. These judicial and Justice Department retaliatory acts are crimes under federal law.5

supporting affidavits. (see, e.g., Gardener,v. Toilet Goods Assn., 387 U.S. 167, 172 (1967).
II

Escalera v. N. Y. Housing Aurh., 425 F.2d 853, 857 (2nd Cir. 1970). See also Conley v. Gibson,

,

355 U.S. 41, 45-7 ) 1957); Shennan v. Yakahi, 549 F.2d 1287, 1290 (9th Cir. 1977); Mark v.
Gross, 52 1 F.2d 1376, 1378 (9th Cir. 1975); York v. Gross, 521 F.2d 1375, 1378 (9th Cir. 1975);
York v. Story, 324 F.2d 450, 453 (9th Cir. 1963).)

,
Plaintiff has stated facts and provided considerable support for the existence of the criminal

and treasonous activities. These charges must be accepted as true at this stage, and he be given the
opportunity to present testimony and evidence of the complex pattern of criminal activities against

9

Under federal law, a federal judge is paid, and has the duty, to provide a federal court
forum and relief as requested. This court has a mandatory duty tq provide a federal court forum

the United States by people in control of key government agencies and branches of government.
The same applies to the allegations of tortious ack against Plaintiff by federal employees as

10
11

they sought to obstruct justice by blocking his reports, and misusing federal power to inflict great

and damages, under federal law.6

12
PLAINTIFF HAS STATED A FEDERAL CAUSE OF ACTION, INVOKING THE
MANDATORY AND NON-DISCRETIONARY DUTY OF A U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE 13
TO PROVIDE A FEDERAL COURT FORUM AND RELIEF
14
Controlling law clearly states that if a plaintiff alleges a state of facts that are within the
15
jurisdiction of the federal courts, the action cannot be dismissed at this stage of the proceedings.
16
Plaintiff has met that test. See Escalera v. N.Y. Housing Auth., 425 F.2d 853 (2nd Cir.1970) at
17
857. The same principle was stated by the U. S. Supreme Court in Dennis v. Sparks, 449 U.S. 24
18

harm upon Plaintiff.

JUDGE SPORrn'S ORDER PERMANENTLY BARRING PLAINTIFF FROM
FEDERAL COURT IS THE BASIS USED BY THIS COURT TO BLOCK THE
REPORTING OF THE CRIJIES AGAINST THE UNITED STATES
In this court's dismissal order (pg. 3) this court makes reference to the September 23. 1991
order by Judge Stanley Sporkin that "permanently enjoined the plaintiff from filing any new civil
action with this Court ...." Judge Sporkin is a former legal counsel for the Central Intelligence
Agency, the same agency that has engaged in decades of drug smuggling into the United States.
among other crimes.

A FEDERAL JUDGE MUST ACCEPT THE FACTS STATED IN THE COMPLAINT
20
AS TRUE AT THIS STAGE OF THE PROCEEDINGS.

Evidence obtained from Plaintiff's CIA assets indicate that Sporkin covered up for the
October Surprise scheme that involved government employees from the CIA and other government

A federal judge must accept as true the allegations in the Complaint, and also in any

entities, as they corrupted the 1980 presidential elections through the bribing of Iranian officials
I

J

Title 1%U.S.C. O 1512. Tampering with a witness, victim, or an inlommt -

(b) Whoever knowingly uses intimidation or physical force. or lhreatcns aocher puson. or altcmpts lo do so. or engages in misleading
wndua toward another pcmn, wilh inietn to (I) influuur. delay or prevenl thc ltstimony of my person in an oflicial proceeding:
shall be fined ... or imprisoned ... or both. 11988 amended ding]'
ntle 18 US.C. 8 1513. ReUli.ting against a witness, victim. or no infonilant. (a) Whoever knowingly engages in any conduct and
lhucby u u l c s bodily injury to another person or damages the lanpible propeny of another person, or threatens to do so, with iruenl to
wlutc against any person for (I) the a t d a n c e of a witness or pan! st an official proceeding, or any testimony given or any m r d ,
doeumnt, or olher objm p r o d u d by a wilncsr in m olficial proceeding; or (2) any information relatins to the wmmission or possible
commission of a Federal offense ...'
1331; TiUe 28 U.S.C. 8 1343; Federal Ton Claims Act mUc 28 U.S.C. $5 1346@), 2671 cr scq); Fifth
6 Title 28 U.S.C.
Amudmau righl to due prooess and equal protection of che law, to obtain rclief fmm Ule hardaft mdnuing pattern
of civil.
' '
wnatitutiorul, and criminal ads inflicled upon Plrintifl. none of which have ever had h i t day in murl. ,

-

and unlawful shipment of arms so as to delay the release of the 52 American hostages. Plaintiff has
evidence clearly showing that this scheme occurred, and that it was covered up by employees of
the Justice Department, the CIA, members of Congress, and others.
For damage control, President Reagan appointed Sporkin to a federal judge position, along
with others who were involved in serious misconduct against the United States, including
Lawrence Silberman and Lowell Jensen.

In one instance, on May 8. 1989, Judge Sporkin dismissed one of Plaintiff's actions seeking 1

Sporkin recognized that "[flederal courts have both the inherent power and the

to report government corruption, thereby obstructing justice. He then ordered that all evidence

2

constitutional obligation to protect their jurisdiction from conduct which impairs their ability

associated with Plaintiff's filing be destroyed, a typical CIA tactic.

3

to carry out Article 111 functions."

4

OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE A FUNCTION OF FEDERAL JUDGES?

In 1991 Sporkin dismissed another of Plaintiff's actions which sought to report, under

federal criminal statutes, the criminal activities in Ninth Circuit bankruptcy courts, and particularly 5
the criminal actions by court-appointed trustee Charles Duck. Duck was later charged by the U.S.

6

Impairs the court's ability to function? Obstructing justice, making possible the infliction of
great harm upon the national security, and upon thousands of innocent Americans, and

attorney with the worse criminal fraud ever exposed by the court-appointed trustee, and a quick

criminalizing the federal courts, is certainly not the function of the federal courts as envisioned by

plea-bargain entered into to block further investigation into the crime-riddled Ninth Circuit

those who wrote the Constitution of the United States.

bankruptcy courts.

REPORT OF JUDICIAL MISCONDUCT IF STILL A FEDERAL INVESTIGATOR

LOOTED BANKRUPTCY COURT FUNDS USED TO FUND CIA DRUG
PURCHASES FOR DRUGGING OF THE BLACKS IN LOS ANGELES

If Plaintiff was still a federal investigator. when he was authorized by law to make
determinations of federal law violations, Plaintiff would report Sporkin's actions, and that of this

Plaintiff learned from a highly-placed Central Intelligence Agency-Office of Naval

court, as guilty of coverups, obstruction of justice, misuse of government judicial office, mail

Intelligence asset that funds looted by Duck from bankruptcy assets were used by the same CIA

fraud, and other crimes as already detailed in Plaintiff's pleadings and exhibits.

that previously employed Sporkin to assist in funding the CIA purchase of drugs in the Los

Attached to this motion, and made a part of it, is a list of 23 people who can testify to

Angeles area.

certain parts of the criminal activities described by Plaintiff, including decades of CIA drug

Sporkin's order barring me, or any other citizen, especially one seeking to report criminal

smuggling into'the United States.

activities under federal criminal statutes. is obviously unlawful, unconstitutional, and an

SUMMARY

obsuuction of justice in this case. This court is compounding the prior judicial obstruction of

In summary, this court has again blocked the reporting of crimes against the United States

justice and other federal offenses that Sporkin and other federal judges had perpetrated. Obviously

that will surely result in its collapse. It has aided and abetted criminal and subversive activities that

to put it mildly, dismissal of this action based upon Sporkin's unlawful and unconstitutional order

have already idflicted great and irreparable harm upon various government institutiocs, and

(plus its criminal implications through coverups and obsuuction of justice) does not meet the

established a lawless culture that filters down through government and society. Plaintiff initially

criteria for dismissing Plaintiffs actions.

saw the consequences of this misconduct and judicial coverup in a series of fraud-related airline

EUPHEMISTIC COUCHING OF OBSTRUCTION-OFJUSTICE ORDER
This court and Sporkin couched Sporkin's unlawful order with the euphemistic statement:
"In a decision issued September 23. 1991, Judge Sporkin of this Court permanently
enjoined the plaintiff from filing any new civil action with this Court....under pain of
penalty of contempt of this Court. ...As justification for such an Order. Judge Sporkin

23
24
7C

W

crashes, followed by the coverup of harm inflicted in other areas of government activity.
These statements are true to the k s t of my knowledge and belief. Executed this 17th day of

reek. Califwnia.

December 1996, and mailed by

26
AH

LI

detailed the abuses on the Court that has been perpetrated by the plaintiff. See id. Judge

28

/ Pktik h prose

dlrrcovered aa a €edcrrl hapeaor-investigator. At that h e he held authority unda fedenl law to

RODNEY F. STlCH
POB 5

make similar determinations of fedaal law violation.. for the govemmnt. With thir declantion he

Alamo, CA
no*: 510-944-1930

now expandm on the requirement of this criminal otaIute by in#,rpomtIng the amckd list of 22
wit-

who discmered major criminal activities while acting fw or under the direct#n of their

CIA aud DBA h a n d h .
DECADE8 OF CIA DRUG TRAFFICKlNG
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

The mast prominent and most eatily undcrstwd criminal activititr that Qew wunxr can
prwe ia the extensive and long-stand* drug smuggling, drug-money laundering, by, on behalf, or
under tb direction of the CIA. As a former federal investigator, I have obk~nedwu 1.000 houn

of statements. often in a deposition-like manner, from these sources, and find that their rhtcmenta
are basically very creditable and often corroborated by the stalemnts of my othet souras who

RODNEY F. STICH,

have no conneclion or knowledge of the other.

UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA,

Defendant.

ZCLARA'I'ION
' HIS ' l a
URTHER SUPPORT
-- _ TION 4
'ING RESPONSIBILITIES

Thc extreme gravtty of the on-goiw criminal activ~t~cs,
the major damage to our national
security, the corrupting of our government untitutions. the grave kann inflicted upon America and
~ndividualAmericans, demands that a federal judge perform his mandatwy duty under fsdwal
crime statute Title 18 USC Section 4.

DECLARATION

I, Rodney F. Stich, the plaintiff in the three actions consolidated by this wurt, rubmi~the
attached list of witnesses who an provide additional evidence relating to certain federal crimes
perpetrated by high-level government employees. This inc1udes the drug-relafad offens#
perpetrated by and at the direction of the Cenml lntelligcncc Agency.

COMPLYWC WITH FEDERAL CRIME-REPORTING STATUTW
Plaintiff had supplemented each of his federal tort claim actions1 with the statutory
requirement? to report ftderal rrimes to a federal judge. Plaintiff has already offered to produce
testimony and evidence of major criminal activities against the United States which he fmt

INVOLVEMENT OF JUSTICE DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES

People in control of the U.S. Department of J u a h an heavily implicated in thm aiminal
offenses by their coverups and obstruction of justice. It is thcrcbre urgently required that an
independent body bc cmpancled to assist in the submission of evidence that Plaintiffand his luge

numba of deep-cover sources wn provide.

MANDATORY DUTY OF FEDERAL JUDGES TO RECEIVE LVIDENCE
Under Men1 law, a federal judge has a mandatory and mn-diacrctionary duty to receive
Plaintiffs testimony and evidence and that of his sources. Plaintiff has dircov#od, and
documcntcd, a long period of obstruction of justice by Just~ceD e p m n r personnel and ibdcrol
judges. which caused and permitted to be inflicted upon the United States and many indkidwl

A m e r h ~great harm in the various criminal activitiw that he details and documents in the
Complaints and related exhibits and declarations.
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documents would prove, among other things:
*Corrupt and criminal activities associated with
specific airline crashes. Hard-core evidence, acquired
initially as a federal inspector-investigator, related to
a number of specific airline crashes occurring in Stich's
area of federal inspector responsibility. Thousands of
pages of documents support his charges. Includes
covemp of the criminal activities by FAA, NTSB and
Justice Department officials. This misconduct continues to play a permissive and contributing role in many
airline crashes continuing to occur.
*Decadesof CIA drug trafficking into the United
States. As an airline pilot in the 1950s. he learned
from other pilots in Tokyo and Beirut that they were
groua can Drove the existence of such covert activi- flying drugs for CIA-related activities. From approximately 1987 Stich learned from his many former CIA
ties as:
*CIA-DEA DRUG SMUGGLING into the Unite4 and other deeptovet sources. This group includes piState& including the participation of officials in the lots who flew the drugs, people who had mid-level reNational Security Council, the White House, the mili- sponsibilities in various areas of the drug activities,
tary, and the aiding and abetting by officials
in control people who arranged for drug-money laundering
'
through CIA bank facilities. These assets have proof the U.S. Department of Justice.
*MASSIVE BANKRUPTCY RRAUD against in- vided Stich with Hidavits, hundreds of documents, Iddividual Americans. im~licatinefederal u s . fed- ters, detailing the criminal and subversive activities
gral trustees. attornevs and law firms. Massive loot- involving high-level government personnel.
*Personal knowledge of judicial looting of banking of assets of those who naively exercise the statutory protections of Chapter 11 [ B a n h p t c y ] , and then ruptcy court assets, augmented by information from
have their life's assets criminally seized, looted, and his CIA sources.
*Criminal coverup and obstruction of justice by
distributed among the participants. A multi-billion-dolhigh-level government and non-government personlar-a-year racketeering enterprise.
*CIALOOTING OF SAVINGS AND LOANS and nel. Stich details in his books the high-level coverup
and obstruction of justice by federaljudges, Justice Deother financial institutions.
*RETALIATING AGAINST THOSE SEEKING partment officials, much of the establishment media.
TO REPORT THE CRIMES, to silence or discredit These are criminal acts under federal law and, permitthem, and thereby protect ongoing or prior crimi- ted to continue, [bring] great harm upon the United
States and most of its people.
nal andtor subversive activities.
*Felony retaliation by federal judges and Jus*AIDINGAND ABETTING THESE CRIMINA&
ACTIVITIES through coverup, obstruction of jus- tice Department employees, seeking to silence his
tice, retaliation, by Justice Department employees, reporting of criminal misconduct related to a series of
federal judges, members of Congress, and much of airline crashes, his attempts to expose the CIA and
other links to drug smuggling, silence his exposure of
the broadcast and print media.
*Long-standing CIA Joint activities with orva- judicial corruption, among others. This retaliation is
nized c r i m ~including drug sales and drug-money proven by judicial records.
*Other criminal activities involving CIA, Justice
laundering.
*CIA-DEA drug Department employees, federal judges, and members
pctivities that mad% of Congress.
*StichPsevidence proving the existence of there
possible the bombing
pf Pan Am FliPht 103, crimes includes:
*Hundreds of FAA reand a 4,000-page tran* O T H E R
CRIMINAL AC- script of a hearing that he forced upon the FAA, durT I V I T I U involving ing which he acted as a form of independent prosecuhigh-level government tor. The evidence and testimony proved the relationship between criminal misconduct and a series of fraudofficials.
(These criminal related and specific airline crashes, which continued
activities are de- to occur during the hearing, and for years afterwards.
*Federal action.g2filed by Stich seeking to report
scribed in the books,
Defrauding America, the criminal activities that he discovered, including the
Unfriendly Skies, and federal offenses associated with the airline crashes and
then seeking to report the criminal activities implicatDisavow.)
Source and group ing federal officials and those acting in their behalf
member # 1 (Rodney (standard disavow tactics). The attempt to report fedStich)' (Former fed- eral crimes to a federal judge is provided, and required,
eral inspector-inves- under federal criminal statute, Title 18 USC, Section
tigator for the F M , 4.'
ousands of s-vernment
docnmentd
with vears of continuous contacts with that he obtained while a federal investigator, judicial
many former CIA records, and obtained from his many CIA and other
and other deep-cover deep-cover sources.
er 1.000 hours of w
operatives.) His 30
. t . .s .concerninn drUg
and other cnminal activities made to Stich
years of seeking to -ling
expose government during the past ten years by his many CIA and other
corruption, starting deep-cover sources, ohen in deposition-like settings,
as an insider, a p v - and sworn affidavits. Many of these information exernment investigator, changes were in deposition-like sessions. Some of these
and his many deep- depositions were filed into federal criminal actions.
*Testimonv that Stich can brovidq as to what he
cover coatactr, gives
him the ability to tie discovered, first as a federal investigator holding fedtogether the various eral authority to make similar determinations, and then
criminal activities. as a private investigator, along with his thousands of
His testimony and pages of government documents.

Group Available To Prove
Serious Government Corruption
Editor's note: This story begins on the Front Page
and is also continued from p. 29. As Stich told
CONTACT: "The group of unrelated former government employees and assets of the CIA, DEA, and other
deep-cover operations of the FAA referred to by me in
these documents, will remain confidential until such
time as there i s a MEANINGFUL investigation into
these most serious allegations. "

12113196 RODNEY STICH
A group of unrelated former government employees and assets of the CIA, DEA, and other deep-cover
operations (and the FAA), is available to provide testimony and documentation proving the existence of serious government misconduct, criminal and subversive
activities, including decades of CIA drug smuggling
into the United States. The group has been ausembled
by a former federal investigator.
(Most of these individuals have provided hundreds
of hours of depositions during the past 10 years to
Rodncy Stich', a former federal investigator, and author of Defrauding America, Unfriendly Skies, and
Disavow. Most of them were directly involved in covert and unlawful activities under orders and direction of their CIA, DEA, and other government handlers. A few were in responsible positions when they
discovered the crimes.)
The individual testimonv of the members of the
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*The detailed and documented books written by tor" Lasater (aka Dan Lasater) and Buddy Young (head other CIA proprietary or front-airlines, including
Southern Air Transport and Evergreen Airlines. The
second edition of Defrauding America, and first edi*Supporting evidence includes military flight airline was CIA-funded and equipped, and was based
tion of Disavow. These books tie together the massive plans, letters, mdavits, court filings, and tapes.
in Bangkok, with an office in Miami. Activities inamount of documents and evidence presenting prima
*Hisactivities are described in upcoming third edi- cluded hauling drugs from the Far East to the Philipfacie evidence of these criminal activities. These books tion of Defrauding America.
pines, where the drugs would be offloaded onto other
have received excellent book reviews from sophisticated
CIA proprietary airlines, such as Southern Air Transreviewers and people involved in covert agency activiSource # 4: (Head of a CIA proprietary airline port. Later, when four-engine aircraft were provided,
ties. They were written for the sole purpose of cir- for 16 years, carrying drugs for the CIA.) Testi- the drug-loaded planes went directly to the United
cumventing the criminal obstruction of justice bv vir- mony and evidence would reveal, among other States.
*Supporting evidence would be testimony, from
tuallv everv government and non-government check things:
and balance.
*Extensive knowledge of CIA drug smuggling letters written by the source, tapes of his depositioninto the United States from the Far East, as a result of like statements, affidavits (filed in federal court proSource # 2: (high-level CIA-ON1 operative from being the titular head of a CIA proprietary airline that ceedings), available, airline registration certificate and
the 1960s through 1980s, in mid to high-level covert frequently carried drugs. Details of interaction with bill of sale certificates conveying ownership of C-130
activities in various areas of covert activitier.) His
testimony would reveal, among other things:
*CIA assassinations.
*CIA drug trafficking from the Middle and Far
East, the ~aribbeanand central and South America,
including the Los Angeles area, and aspects of the drugging of the blacks not previously revealed (such as
funding CIA drug purchases from assets looted in bankruptcy court); joint activities with organized crime figures in drug smuggling and looting of savings and
HIS Inc. Features, by John Austin, (quoting:)
loans.
One of the delights of reviewing is the diversity of books which arrive each day. Every delivery
*Judicial looting of bankruptcy court assets.
brings
something to educate, dominate, irritate, titillate or infuriate.
Some of the looted funds were used to fund CIA drug
What
could turn out to be the most explosive book on the market is ~ e f i a u d i n~nrerica
~
written by
purchases. These criminal activities involve federal
insider Rodney Stich. Stich's book and documentation illustrates a pattern of related scandals at the
judges, Justice Department trustees and other governhighest echelons of the U.S. Government such as the CIA, DEA, FBI, Department of Justice (DoJ) and
ment employees, law firms and attorneys.
*Involvement in October Surprise scheme, that
every other alphabet agency you can think of.
corrupted the 1980 presidential elections.
The disclosure vividly illustrates a pattern of "hard-core" criminal activity implicating high fed*Bribing of federal judges, and how they receive
eral officials and how it affects our every day lives. There is (obviously) endemic corruption hiding in
their bribe funds.
the stinking cesspool that is the District of Columbia. All Stich's charges appear to be documented
*CIA role in setting up the Medellin and Cali
throughout the book's tightly-paced 560 pages.
cartels, making it easier for the CIA to coordinate drug
The author is a former federal investigator for 30 years who says he discovered a lot of the crimi,
sales.
nal activities he documents during that Griod and s ~ ~ ~ ohisr tc L
s g e s . We do not feel anything in
*Evidence. In addition to his own testimony, dozthe books is "sour grapes".
i e sesens of letters and hundred of taped deposition l'k
Stich's initial expos4 of criminal activity by government departments was brought to light in a
sions are available as he described these covert activiseries
of fraud-related airline crashes and corruption in the FAA, NTSB, and DoJ and the fedel&
ties.
courts
in his previous book, Unfriendly Skies.
*His activities are described in second edition of
Whatever
serious charges we repeat here are all well documented and corroborated. They are
Defrauding America.
backed up by a dozen "deep-cover" intelligence agency "whistle blowersn, personnel who gave the
author many statements quoted in his expost.
Source # 3: (Former U.S. Army helicopter pi*There has been, and is, massive drug smuggling into the United States by the CIA and the DEA
lot, and sheep-dipped to Central Intelligence
aided and abetted by officials in control of the U.S. Customs Semicc and the DoJ.
Agency.) His testimony and documents would reveal, among other things:
This includes drug-laden planes landing at the Mena air strip in Arkansas of which then-Gover*Personal knowledge of CIA, National Security
nor Bill Clinton was well aware. He refuses to fund the tiny Mena Police Department to pursue its
Council and White House-directed drug shipments
investigation to prevent it. A former President was also aware of this activity. (Documented on pages
on military and CIA helicopters, the cooperation of the
284-5.)
military in the drugging of America, and involvement
*The use of Chapter 11 bankruptcy "protectionn which turns such courts into "criminal activity"
of well-known national figures.
involving federal judges, trustees and law firms. (They are all named.)
*Personal knowledge of high-level involvement
*The dirty pan of the Iran-Contra scandal that the Congress and the media withheld from the
in drug-related activities. He carried on his helicoppublic. There were arms sales to both sides in the CIA-generated Nicaragua deal. Drugs were reter trips such well-known figures as Oliver North, Dan
ceived in exchange and smuggled into the United States by the CIA, DEA and the military.
Lasater, William Barr (while attorney for Southern Air
*From his own personal experiences, Stich relates that it is normal practice for DoJ attorneys to
Transport and before he became U.S. attorney general),
fabricate
whatever lie is necessary to obtain conviction and to support whatever order they want renBuddy Young (aide to Governor Bill Clinton), Felix
dered
by
(generally)
handpicked judges.
Rodriguez (responsible to George Bush), to drug-reThe
biggest
scandal
of all-and this was recently delved into by a major network "reality showwlated activities. These include inspection of drug laboinvolves the "Inslaw Affair", which Stich goes into in great depth. He alleges, with much corroboraratories, and once to a meeting with General Noriega
tion, the criminal misuse of renegade officials of the DoJ Stealing valuable software from a private
and Barry Seal (the purpose of which was to discover
company and selling it to drug dealers and foreign countries. This priceless Inslaw software gives
where the drug money was being siphoned off on the
Panama to Arkansas route).
these people access to ongoing U.S. and worldwide criminal investigations.
*Drugs to Arkansas. He flew drugs on U.S. Army
This theft also involved the murder of an investigative reporter who was close to the truth. The
helicopters to Little Rock and Mena from Fort
book goes on and on to the point of disgust in our government from the top down. It is obvious that
Campbell, Kentucky, including delivery to Dan Lasater
most of us outside "the loop" have no say in how this country is run or ever will be, or who is even
and Buddy Young.
nominated for high office regardless of Ross Perot or any other White Knight who comes along; that
*Military flight plans showing passenger# and
is, as long as the same people are returned to power year after year by the electorate and then have
comments relating to drugs being carried. This wittheir strings pulled by powerful lobbyists for special interest. Ways to keep many of the losers in
ness has a great number of military flight plans showpower (regardless of the vote) is by appointing them to other lucrative government policy-making
ing his flights, who his passengers were, with comjobs.
ments on the flight plans showing carriage of drugs in
Even though in our opinion Defrauding America would be a major best-seller, there has been
coolers fraudulently marked "medical supplies". These
outright
refusal by U.S. publishers to consider it for publication; book wholesalers refuse to stock
flight plans included drug-carrying flights from Fort
copies.
Therefore,
it can only be ordered direct from Diablo Western Press, Box 5, Alamo, CA 94507,
Campbell, Kentucky to Little Rock and Mena, Arkanby
calling 1-800-247-7389. The cost is $25 plus $2.50 S b H . E n d quoting]
or
ordered
direct
sas, delivering "medical supplies" in coolers to a "Doc-

Stich. including the third edition of Unfriendly Skies, of security for then-governor Bill Clinton).
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aircraft to "his" airline.
*He is described in second and third edition of De*CIA supplying arms to IRA.
frauding America.
*Hisactivities are described in third edition of Defrauding America.
Source # 7: (Former OSS operative and pilot
during World War 11; CIA operative in Central and
Source # 5: Former pilot working with the Drug South America and the Far East. He was the pilot
Enforcement Administration in Central and South for United Nations' Dag Hammuskjold and the Shah
America and the United States. He served as pilot of Iran.) His testimony would reveal, among other
and confidential informant (CI) for Drug Enforce- things:
ment Agency (DEA), flying from various points in
*CIA drug trafficking from the Middle East,
the United States to Central America, flying arms Central and South America, and the Far East. He
south, and drugs on the return trips. His testimony flew drug loads for his CIA contacts, including, allegwould reveal, among other things:
edly, Theodore Shackley.
*Armsbeing shipped by DEA and CIA to Contns
*Assassinations that he allegedly carried out in
and Sandinistas, in violation of U.S. law, and show- South America for the CIA.
ing the false premise used by U.S. officials that they
*His activities are described in second and third
were supporting only one side, the Contras, allegedly edition of Defrauding America.
to combat the country from selecting the communistic
form of government. He flew the arms provided by the
Source # 8: (Former CIA-ONI, Navy Seal.) His
DEA, in DEA-provided aircraft, and returned with testimony would reveal, among other things:
drugs, off-loading at DEA facilities.
*CIA-ordered assassination8.~bne being an al*Armsexchanged for drugs, and hauling of drugs leged operation to assassinate presidential candidate
back to the United States, including unloading of drugs Bill Clinton at San Francisco in 1980 [sic].
at DEA facilities at Addison Airport and elsewhere.
*Drug smuggling activities by the CIA.
Can provide precise details, maps, [information] about
*Hisactivities are described in the second and third
the drug routes, landing strips, DEA and CIA contacts editions of Defrauding America.
at each end, and how w were sent to both the Contrag
pnd the Sandinistag.
Source # 9: (Former head of a CIA financial
*His activities are described in second and third proprietary in Hawaii.) His testimony would reveal,
editions of Defrauding America.
among other things:
*Secret funding of CIA domestic operations. FaSource # 6: (Former CIA asset s p n i lining in miliar with CIA financial operations, including how
CIA money laundering, primarily in the Caribbean, CIA fronts are secretly funded.
His testimony world reveal, among other things:
*CIA assisting Ferdinand Marcus with hiding
*CIA money laumdering in Caribbean area, and stolen funds in the United States while U.S. DepartCIA nssociation with several well-known criminals.
ment of Justice was reeking there funds.
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*Opening and funding secret offshore bank accounts for high-level U.S. officials. Familiar with how
CIA funnels money to CIA proprietaries, how CIA
opened and funded secret offshore bank accounts for
high-level federal officials.
*TypicJ example of CIA disavow tactics, fraudulently denying involvement in operations which they
fund and direct.
#Describedin second and third edition of Defrauding America, and to a smaller extent, in Disavow.
Source # 10: (CIA operative in Europe and the
United States in the 1970s and 1980s.) His testimony would reveal, among others:
*CIAdrug-related dealing with organized crime
in the United States. Involved directly in drug transfer between CIA and organized crime, including the
Gotti crime family, and using CIA bank facilities to
launder organized crime's drug money into offshore
bank accounts.
*October Surprise. Involved in October Surprise
scheme.
*Involved in CIA money laundering. Did money
laundering for the CIA, and laundered drug money for
the Gotti crime family, using CIA bank sources.
*Believedto be involved in CIA looting of financial institutions.
#Gave congressional testimony about drugs,
drug-money laundering, ete. Testified about these activities to Congress in 1989. Transcript available.
Congress, as usual, covered up.
Source # 11: (CIA operative in Europe and the
United States in 1970s and 1980s.) His testimony
would reveal:
*Former CIA operative who worked with source
number 9.
*Involved in CIA-related activities with savings
and l o u r and othm financial institutions.
Source I 12: (CIA operative in Emropc during
194Os, 19708, 19808.) His testimony woold reveal,
among others:
*Involvement in October Surprise clean-np o p
eratioar, removing all records relating to the secret
meetings in Paris with George Bush and other U.S.
personnel.
*Involvement in other CIA covert activities that
were criminal in nature.
*Describedin third edition of DejFaudlng America.
Source U 13: (former CIA asset.) His testimony
world m e a l , among otbem:
#Involved in money lauadcrimg usaciated with
October Surprise, moving money for bribing Iranians.
*Alttrimg the Inslaw ~ f t w a r estolen by Justice
Department officials and a subsequent f e d d judge.
*Mweremt of drug money for the CIA.
*Describedin m u d md third edition of Defrauding America.
Source # 11: (former CIA-ON1mad). Ris teatimomy w d d reveal, among o t k n :
*CIAdrrg activities and drug-money laundering
*Not named in Defiawding America at this time.
Source # 15: ( m t a k r d former A m y Special
Operatioms Group.) His tedimomy would m e a l ,
u a m g others:
*MWtrrJ9a imvolvtment in drug tnliickimg, setting up mdio beacons for d l aimaft to navigate ham
Colombia to Panoma at wry low levels.
*CIA-military spyimg on state-level politicians.
*Described in small part in second edition of lkfiwding America and more extensively in third edition.
Source # 14: (traimed small-plane comtn pilots

DECEMBER 24, 1996
in Arkansas, worked with WSC Oliver North and
William Barr.) His testimony would reveal, among
others:
*Drug smuggling into the United States by the
National Security Council and particularly Oliver
North.
.Involvement of high-level federal officials (including Oliver North and William Barr [before being
appointed U.S. Attorney General over the Justice Department]).
*Involvement of government personnel in Arkansas, including Bill Clinton.

Francisco, implicating federal judges, Justice Department officials, attorneys and law firms, and the CIA,
looting the assets of innocent people who naively exercised the statutory protections of Chapter 11.
.Killed the night before the FBI was to receive
his evidence. Files on his computer hard drive were
erased and his floppy disks and records taken from his
offlce.
This list of sources is being continuallv u~datedto
le
involved in unlawful
include other ~ e o ~formerly
covert activities. or who were in a Dosition to know of
guch activities. most of whom acted under their vovernment handlers. As a erouo. these ~ e o ~ lwho
e . are
Source # 17: (ON1 asset, working on offshore inde~endentof each other. can circumvent the mas~ i v misinformation
e
and obstruction of iustice tactics
oil rigs.) His testimony would reveal:
e control of government entities such as the
*Drugs being off-loaded at oil rigs, and then sent b o e o ~ l in
CIA and Justice De~artment.and much of the broadby helicopter or boat to shore.
Additional reliable sources are
t
*Knowledgeabout then-governor Bill Clinton's Ar- cast and ~ r i n media.
kansas drug activities. CIA drug smuggling into the welcomed to aid in eliminating these threats to the securitv of the United States. The criminal activities
United States, and offshore oil rigs.
le
the enormous harm
*He is described in second and third edition of De- revealed bv these ~ e o ~reflects
de-b
uoon the United States and manv innofrauding America.
gent American$.
Some of these sources will be willing to a m e a r
Source # 18: (former captain for major airline
on routes from United States to Central and South on radio and TV shows. Others want to avoid Jus#ice Denartment retaliation o r for various reason4
America.) His testimony would reveal:
*Drugs and drug-money being shipped regularly do not want sublicitv, but would ansear under subon scheduled airline flights to Central and South poena and assurance of srotection aeainst retaliaAmerica and return. Witnessed pallets of drugs being &&
loaded on his aircraft on the northbound flights, and
FOOTNOTES;
pallets of money being shipped southward to Central
and South America.
'Rodney Stich; FAX 510-295-1203; e-mail
.Testified to Congress (as with other deep-cover
sources, his information about drug trafficking was cw- stich@defraudingamerica.com.
Stich vs. United States. et al, 554 F2d 1070 (9th
cred up).
.He is described in third edition of Defrauding
America.

Cir.) (table), ~ e r t denied.
.
434 U.S. 920 (1977) (addressed hard-core air safety misconduct, violations of
federal air safety laws, threats against government inspectors not to report safety violations and misconduct);
Stich vs. National Trans~ortationS a f c t v 685
.
459 U.S. 861
E2d 446 (9th Cir.)(table), ~ e r t denied
(1982)(addressed repeated criminal falsification of official airline accident reports, omitting highly scnsitive air safety misconduct, making possible repeated
crashes from the same sequestered problems); Amicus
curiae brief filed on July 17, 1975, in the Paris DC-I0
multi-district litigation, F l a n m vs. McDonnell Douglas Cornoration and United States of America, Civil
Action 74-808-PH, MDL 172, Central District
California.)(addressing the long standing FAA misconduct, of which the coverup of the DC-I0 cargo door
problem was one of repeated instances of tragedy-related misconduct); Filed in U.S. District Court, District of Columbia: StichNo. C 890170 SS; Stich vs. De~artmentof Justice, et al., No. C
86-2523; Stich vs. De~artmentof Justice. et al, No.
87-2214; Filed in U.S. District Court, Reno: Stich vs,
Cranston. et al., No. C 89-85 ECR; Filed in U.S. District Courta Sacramento: Stich v. Schwartz. ct a L No.
C 86-0210; S.D., N.Y. Nos. 90-CIV3164,90 CIV4957,
91 CIV 5 118, 81 CIV 4958; District Columbia, No. 91
CIV 1242, Court of Appeals 91-5234.
3Title 18 U.S.C. g 4 (misprision of felony). "Whoever, having knowledge of the actual commission of a
felony cognizable by a court of the United States, conceals and does not as soon as possible make known the
same to some judge or other person in civil or military
authority under the United States, shall be frncd not
more than $500 or imprisoned not more than three
years, or both."

TRANCE Formation Of America

Source # 19: (Former CID investigator. extensive investigative experience in private, federal and
for foreign countries.) His testimony would reveal,
among others:
*CIA drug trafficking.

The Story Of A C.I.A. Slave
by Cathy O'Brien & Mark Phillips

Source # 20: (Private investigator, heavy on
HUD and CIA misconduct i n Denver area, and
former son-in-law of key participant in various corrupt activities.) His testimony would reveal, among
others:
*Corruptioninvolving HUD,savings and loan, drug
activities, and CIA involvement, primarily in the Denver area.

1-10 books (per order) = $15.00
11-25 books = $13.00 each; 26 or more books = $11.00 each

(plus shipping)

Source # 21: (former CIA operative heavily involved in d r u g - d a t e d activities.) Be has testified
to Congress in the past, and given lmforrrtlom to
the media, a b u t drag rargglimgimve1vt.g 8he CU,
NSC, and Mia Uemm )~110.IDtt Bh t t r t i n y
wed1 rrrrrl,
ethers:
*Dng mmgglimg rctlvitim by the CIA am4 Natkul security c..Ddl, .molLg others.
*His activities are described in thc third edition of

"Mind Control Out Of Control"
Cathy & Mark at Global Science Conference
2-Hour Video, $20.00 (plus shipping)

Dcjhwding America.

Source # 22: (attorney midimg IDWuLimgto~,
DC, who worked closely with Stich u d rarree 12.)
His testimony womld reveal, among others:
*CIA drag trafficking, October Surprise, Inslaw,
and other crimes.
*Found dead under mysterious circumstancts.
The files on the hard drive of his computer were erased,
his computer floppy disks were taken, as were his 55
audio tapes and their transcripts of information given
by source # 2.
Source # 23: (attorney residing in San Francisco; exchanging information with Stich.) His testimony would reveal, among others:
.Massive corruption in bankruptcy courts in San
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V.K. Durham

AT~D
Of The Iceberg

OUR CONSTITUTION, AND ARTICLE VI,

BY NOW, THIS IS
PROBABLY AS CLEAR
AS MUD-

(but please hang in there)
However.
the onlv wav to regain our constitutional
--- .. - . ,~
common laws in thise Gederz Admiralty Courtswhich do have jurisdiction in matters of international
contracts, shipping, complaints of seamen, shipping
contracts as defined in Admiralty Law. Sec. 1-9-is by
and through knowing and using thek laws to which
they are bound. By removing those Statutory Laws from
our constitutional Common Law, and weaving the Law
of the Land issues into their laws, we can bring out
our laws, the Law of the Land.
This, frankly, is the only way I can think of to insure our contract of constitutional law, the Law of the
Land, and to save the Law of the Land from being swallowed up by the Law of the Sea.
What is SO challenging to me is that these judges,
on our court benches, know what Article VI, Clause 2
is about, they also know they arc bound by the 3rd
clause to uphold, protect and defend those constitutional laws, as are your state and federal representstives, as is the President of the United States. For these
persons, who allegedly represent the people, to blatantly imore and defile our Law of the Land and to
foster and promote its being overturned and overpowemd by the Law of the Sea is-well, you know what it
"is" as wellas do 1. Saying the least about the most:
&is is bizarre, incomprehensible, and misconstruction
and abuse of powers of Public Trust Offices (we must
have gone to different law schools).
We have people across this land desperately seeking the Law of the Land in these alleged courts. I agree
with their principle; however, I disagree with the methods. Why? Because for the current system to be abolished the process [ofaccomplishing such change] must
be worked through the system of law.
-~

~

CLAUSE 2, LOOKING AT THE COURTS
12/9/96

V.K. DURHAM

So far, 1haven't heard a single thing from the court
on the Illinois Power case. It is supposed by me that
when vlings utilizing] constitutional law, the Supreme
Law of the Land, land in these courts it throws the computers off, and everything goes into a "tizzy", for the
computers apparently do not have constitutional law
contained in their memory banks. Well, let's take a
look at what is gumming up the gear box of this constitutional case. (As opposed to computerized Admiralty Law, which is in the computers.)

THE CONSTITUTION OF
AND FOR THE UNITED STATES
ARTICLE VI, CLAUSE 2. AND
AKAVICLEI, SEC. 10. CLAUSE 1
[this case involved a contract):

OK! NOW WHERE
DO 'WE GO?
I

LET'S LoOK AT ARTICLE
1 SEC. 10 CLAUSE 1
Article 1, Set. 10, Clause 1: (1 would love to expound upon these governors' confederations cutting
deals, but that is not a part of my case at this time.)
(a) Tender of Debts shall be made in Gold and Silver;
(b) after-the-fact laws cannot be passed nor have
standing; (c) the laws at the time of contract prevail;
(d) no law can be made which impairs the rights of
contracts.
(Continuing, but going back to Article VI, Clause 2.)
(e) The Judges in every State shall be bound
thereby; (f) any Thing contrary to the Constitution or
constitutional laws of any state are notwithstanding,
meaning if they are not in compliance to, in conformance with, pursuant, or authorized, those laws have no
standing against the constitutional common Laws of
the Land.

Article VI. Clause 2: "This Constitution, and the
Laws of the United States which shall (mandatory) be
made in pursuance (conforming to, subject to, in compliance with) thereof; and all Treaties made, or which
shall be made under the Authority of the United States,
shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges
in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the
Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding."
Article I. Sec. 10. Clause 1: "NO State shall enter
into any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation; grant Letlconstitutional contract in Commerce Law)
ters of Marque or Reprisal; coin Money; emit Bills of
Credit; make anv Thine b u m l d and silver Coin a TenFletcher vs. Peck: "The party is estopped and
ger in Pavment of Debw, pass any Bill of Attainder, ex barred by his own grant (contract) and has no right of
post facto Law, or Law im~airinathe Obligation of Con- defense against that contract made by him."
tracts, or grant any Title of Nobility."

LET'S TAKE A LOOK AT
FLETCHER VS. PECK

LET US TAKE A LOOK
AT THESE ARTICLES

-

Iremember. the Constitution itself is a contract)
Article VI, Clause 2, identifies WHAT to you?
Well, it should tell you (a) the Constitution is the First
mentioned (Marbury vs. Madison, constitutional law);
(b) all laws shall be made to conform with the Constitution, and shall be subject to the Constitution; (c) the
laws shall be made under the authority of the United
States (meaning through Legislative Acts and Resolution, not by publishing in the Federal Register for 30
days); (d) the constitutional common laws shall be the
Law of the Land (I do not see Admiralty Law, the Law
of MaritimefSea, mentioned or withstanding).

HOW DO WE GET TO
THE LAW OF THE LAND
IN THESE FEDERAL
ADMIRALTY COURTS OF
TODAY?

In these U.S. District (Federal) Courts, first, Jurisdiction must be established. I don't know why jurisdiction must be established, when the Constitution
is primary; however, Rule 1331 demands to know Jurisdiction. Where, oh where, do we go from here ...7
We go to the Rule of Decision. Then, we go to Admiralty Law, Sec. 1-9, which contains the Saving Clause,
saving constitutional Common Law as primary jurisdiction. The Saving Clause invokes the Law of the
Land, to which the Law of the Sea must yield. We
then cite the Judiciary Act of 1787, SCC. 11, which binds
the courts to the constitutional common Laws of the
Lmd.

1
Editorial Polic

Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

-

LET'S LOOK AT IT
THIS WAY
he laws given to you previously are like a road
map to a destination. You have to have a map to know
where you are going if you are going out on a trip, and
YOU know the general direction but you really don't
know how to get there. The map is clear and concise.
We must use and work within the system. Only at
that time may we reach our destination. We, at that
time, can reach our destination in peace. But, it is
ever so important to the recovery of our Laws of the
Land. Keep in mind, the constitutions ( a t e and fedcral) are contracts of laws. "Law is a Contract with
the People" (Fletcher vs. Peck).
I have beem taking a lot of flak lately about my
stakl~W&$O" 18 U.S.C., PaItS
9 ofpublic
This Public Policy relates to public officials. Not
to John and Jane Doe, the everyday, garden variety
American citizens.
Part 1-Policv: Sec. 101: "Where government is
based on the consent of the governed, every citizen is
entitled to have complete contideme in the integrity
of his government. Each individual officer, employee
or advisor of government must help to earn and must
honor that trust by his own integrity and conduct in
all official actions."
Part 11, Sec. 201, etc., I am going to leave you to
look up. However, remember 18 U.S.C. is titled:
"Crimes and Criminal Procedure".

'

READ IT, AND
THINK ABOUT IT!
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This is a service for our
dedicated readers. Today's
Watch telephone hotline
carries the latest news and
comments from Commander
Hatonn's most recent writings.
This is our way of
keeping
informed about
frst-breaEng news md events.
The message machine will
answer after rings if there
are any new messages for that
day, and after 5 rings if not.
Thus daily callers can bani! UP
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has
been recorded. The message

